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Disclaimer: The session dates and times could change.
Skanska USA Takes JDE’s Advance Job Cost Forecast Module to the Next Level

Join us as we take a look at how Skanska USA, with the help of RST Solutions, implemented and leveraged reporting and applications for the Advance Job Cost module. Benefits include:
• Faster and more efficient creation and editing of forecast
• Ability to update Actual to date quantity and Forecast quantity directly from the Edit Job Forecast screen, therefore, eliminating the need to refresh balances.
• Ability to see the summary totals for the forecast on the Edit Job Forecast header screen, along with the ability to see a real-time change in summary totals as the forecast data is updated. This feature gives the Cost Engineers ability to keep track of the impact of their changes to the forecast on Total Job Revenue, Cost and Margin.
• Ability to Refresh Balances directly from the Edit Forecast screen.
• Ability to update Forecast quantity at LOD 7 with direct impact to forecast at LOD 8.

Brian Gallagher, Skanska USA Inc
Rajan Kaistha, RST Solutions
Mike Schaaf, Skanska USA Inc

Sunday, April 19, 01:45 p.m. – 02:45 p.m. | Reef A

Add to Your Schedule

Why is Process Documentation So Hard? – 10 Mistakes

Business process documentation that serves analysts, developers, test teams and end users may seem impossible. Learn how Scot Forge created documentation that serves all of these users, and its plan to keep its documentation at a realistic level of accuracy to support upgrades, planned software functionality improvements and changing business requirements.

John Cholewa, Scot Forge

Sunday, April 19, 03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Reef A

Add to Your Schedule
Quest JD Edwards Welcome Reception

Come enjoy Las Vegas with Quest at our JD Edwards welcome party! This is an easy way to find friends and network with professionals using the same Oracle products. You won't want to miss this fun night complete with food, fun and of course, a chance to win prizes.

Quest Oracle Community

Sunday, April 19, 05:30 p.m. – 07:00 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom J

Add to Your Schedule
SIGs and User Group Meetings

Business Analyst SIG

Please join us for the JD Edwards Business Analyst SIG! This group is designed to allow interaction amongst professional peers to stimulate discussions, share best practices, and offer tips and tricks related to all things JD Edwards.

Our Mission: To connect & collaborate with other Business Analysts. To share ideas which help BA’s work more efficiently & effectively. To alert BA’s to new features, functionality, and 3rd party tools which affect our jobs.

Linda Sloan-Compton, Pinal County Government

Sunday, April 19, 12:30 p.m. – 01:30 p.m. | Lagoon C

Add to Your Schedule

JD Edwards Partner Briefing

For Oracle Partners Only. This meeting will be a briefing from JD Edwards Engineering to Oracle Partners. It will focus on strategic conference sessions, product strategy updates, and solutions found in Oracle’s demogrounds.

Jeff Erickson, Senior Director, Product Management, Oracle

Sunday, April 19, 12:30 p.m. – 01:30 p.m. | Palm C

Add to Your Schedule

JDE E1 Technology SIG Meeting – General Session

This semi-annual meeting is to inform you about the JDE E1 Technology SIG, We will also have an open discussion on how Oracle can help us.

David Bauerle, Sunrise Medical Inc.
Linda Nelson, ALLOut Security

Sunday, April 19, 12:30 p.m. – 01:30 p.m. | Lagoon D

Add to Your Schedule
JDE Financials SIG Meeting

Why you should spend your precious time to be an active part of the Financials SIG? In short, to make your skillset stronger, and make the SIG stronger as a collective voice for the JDE Financials modules. Learn about the enhancement process from Karen Brown, Senior Principal Product Manager at Oracle. Input discussions to get feedback from other users on how they tackle Financials issues.

**Gayle Larson**, BrightView Landscape

**Sunday, April 19**, 12:30 p.m. – 01:30 p.m. | Lagoon I

[Add to Your Schedule]

Agribusiness SIG Meeting

Join us for our Agribusiness SIG Meeting! We are eager to expand our user community and engage other SIGs. We welcome all Oracle customers with an interest in Agribusiness.

**Joe Soliz**, King Ranch

**Sunday, April 19**, 01:45 p.m. – 02:45 p.m. | Lagoon C

[Add to Your Schedule]

Homebuilder SIG

The Homebuilder SIG will meet at Collaborate to discuss all things in the Oracle ecosystem related to Homebuilders. The focus will be on JDE World and EnterpriseOne, how customers are using the system, and new functionality and upgrades.

**Kara Mitchell**, M.D.C. Holdings, Inc.
**Eric Masterson**, Toll Brothers, Inc

**Sunday, April 19**, 01:45 p.m. – 02:45 p.m. | Lagoon E

[Add to Your Schedule]
Play Jeopardy at the E1 Manufacturing and Distribution User Group Meeting

Annual SIG Meeting at Collaborate for the E1 Manufacturing and Distribution User Group. Play Jeopardy! to learn more about what the E1MDUG does and how you can get involved. Meet other manufacturing and distribution users and discuss issues you have in common and how we can help address those issues.

Travis Wendland, Little Rapids Corporation
Karen Brigiotta, Syntax
Deron Brod, Stanley Engineered Fastening
Hugo Pascal, Agnico Eagle Mines
Phil Rogholt, Park Industries

Sunday, April 19, 01:45 p.m. – 02:45 p.m. | Lagoon B

Add to Your Schedule

Quest JDE E1 Technology SIG Developer Roundtable

As the JDE E1 Technology SIG, we support our members with their use the JDE Development tools provided by Enterprise One and Oracle. This session is an open round table to discuss how to use the tools as well as issues customers are having with the tools. We will take enhancement request ideas back to Oracle for you. An Oracle representative will be in attendance to provide feedback.

Richard Wheeler, Port of Portland
David Bauerle, Sunrise Medical Inc.

Sunday, April 19, 01:45 p.m. – 02:45 p.m. | Lagoon D

Add to Your Schedule

UDO/Personalization SIG

Come join the UDO/Personalization SIG! The latest E1 releases have introduced numerous tools for customizing and personalizing the applications. With this new functionality, customers are working to integrate these features to improve usability and efficiency. This SIG will provide a meeting place to discuss and share ideas.

Chantelle Cory, LSB Industries, Inc.
Scott Robnett, LSB Industries, Inc

Sunday, April 19, 01:45 p.m. – 02:45 p.m. | Lagoon l

Add to Your Schedule
E1MDUG AUA (Ask Us Anything) Roundtable

Sales Orders, Purchasing, MRP, Manufacturing? Bring your list of questions to this session., Members of the EnterpriseOne Manufacturing and Distribution User Group will lead an interactive discussion to find solutions and give you ideas to take back to your organization.

Deron Brod, Stanley Engineered Fastening  
Karen Brigiotta, Syntax  
Hugo Pascal, Agnico Eagle Mines  
Phil Rogholt, Park Industries  
Travis Wendland, Little Rapids Corporation

Sunday, April 19, 03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Lagoon E

Add to Your Schedule

ERP Training SIG Meeting

ERP Training SIG Meeting - Our SIG is open to all Quest ERP users - JDE, PeopleSoft, EBS. Also invited are UPK users, and users of other online training tool development software.

Terri Lee, M.D.C. Holdings, Inc.

Sunday, April 19, 03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Reef B

Add to Your Schedule

JD Edwards Public Sector SIG Meeting

Annual face-to-face meeting for current members, potential members, and guests of the JD Edwards Public Sector community. Come join us for this Quest SIG meeting!

SuzAnne Garcia, Pinal County Government

Sunday, April 19, 03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Lagoon A

Add to Your Schedule
JDE E1 Tech SIG Round Table – System Admin

This JDE E1 Tech SIG round table is a discussion on the System Administration and Security Administration tools provided by Oracle with the JDE Enterprise One product. We will take enhancement requests. An Oracle representative will be there to give feedback.

Diane Miller, Ahlstrom-Munksjo
Don Sauve, Wagstaff, Inc

Sunday, April 19, 03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Lagoon D

Add to Your Schedule

Oil, Gas and Chemicals SIG

Quarterly SIG meeting for Infocus attendees.

Peter Christopher, Encana Corporation

Sunday, April 19, 03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Lagoon B

Add to Your Schedule

Small Business SIG Meeting

Join the Small Business SIG to learn more about our group and connect with similar professionals using JD Edwards to run their businesses. Are you interested in exploring all of the licensed functionality and tools available to you, but feel like you don’t have a lot of resources to plan, benchmark, or roadmap solutions within JDE to solve problems for your business? If so, this is the Quest SIG for you! The Small Business SIG is comprised of organizations that have small in-house IT staffs with budget constraints who try to get the most out of what our companies have available within our JDE installed footprint.

Andrew Ostdiek, Hamilton Telecommunications

Sunday, April 19, 03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Lagoon C

Add to Your Schedule
World User Group – Roundtable Discussion

Discuss past successes, current challenges, and the future direction with JD Edwards A9 or E1 upgrades. Come and share your concerns, suggestions, solutions and business cards with customers, solution providers and Oracle representatives. Make contacts with those of us sharing the same growing pains and business decisions. Feel free to stop in and share your upgrade stories and what you’ve learned by already moving forward. This will be an open discussion of the topics you want to discuss.

Mike Lonczak, Mentholatum Co., Inc
Jennifer Leatherman, CTB, Inc.

Sunday, April 19, 03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Lagoon I

Add to Your Schedule

Regional User Group Reception

Come network with other RUG members and find out more about regional user groups in your areas! To register and find out more go to: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/infocus-2019-rug-social-tickets-67518789517

Tom Messer, Tupperware Brands
Sherri Conrardy, ALLOut Security

Sunday, April 19, 07:00 p.m. – 09:00 p.m. | The North Terrace

Add to Your Schedule
Partner Sponsored Workshops

Workshop: Move From World to EnterpriseOne Like a Pro

This is a pre-register workshop and must be purchased through the Quest. This three-hour workshop will focus on why and how World users are moving to EnterpriseOne. Workshop attendees will hear live case studies from organizations who have migrated to E1, what the process entailed and how they were successful. The workshop will cover how World users can evaluate next steps, build the business case and gain internal support. We will also demo the latest tools that organizations are taking advantage of as they move to EnterpriseOne (UX One, Orchestrator). Finally, our team will walk workshop attendees through the world to EnterpriseOne migration process - what to expect as well as how to prepare.

Jason Batte, Terillium, Inc.

Sunday, April 19, 09:00 a.m. – 12:00 a.m. | Lagoon 1

Add to Your Schedule

Workshop: Working with User Defined Web Objects (UDOs) in EnterpriseOne

This is a pre-register workshop and must be purchased through the Quest. EnterpriseOne has never been easier for the end user due to the new tools available with User Defined Web Objects (UDOs) and even UX1. Before your users can take advantage of this new functionality, you will need to know how to administer it! UDOs are web objects that streamline your interface with E1 information and applications. We will cover what you need to know in working with them, how you go about creating and sharing them. Our deep-dive will include currently defined best practices and the permissions needed to put UDOs in the hands of the appropriate users. Join us to walk through the available options and the knowledge needed to implement them successfully. This interactive workshop targets beginner and intermediate levels of UDO experience and includes hands-on exercises.

Bring a laptop with connectivity to your JDE environment if you would like to follow along with our demonstrations.

Tanya Johnson, ALLOut Security
Sherri Conrardy, ALLOut Security

Sunday, April 19, 09:00 a.m. – 12:00 a.m. | Lagoon L

Add to Your Schedule
Hands-on-Lab: Getting Hands On with Creating Your Own ChatBot and Digital Assistant

This is a pre-register workshop and must be purchased through the Quest. As chatbots have evolved in enterprise use, so has the emergence of digital assistants that are multiskilled, proactive, AI-driven, and engaging. In this hands-on lab, you will get your hands dirty by creating skills and digital assistants rapidly and efficiently, with minimum coding. You will train your skills with user intents and entities and will design conversations, using the new conversation designer. You will then create your own digital assistant and add existing skills to enrich its functionality. Finally you will publish the digital assistant to a messaging application. All in under two hours!

Joe Huang, Product Manager, Digital Assistant Cloud

Sunday, April 19, 12:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Surf C

Add to Your Schedule

Workshop: Using Analytics to Drive Better Management Decisions

This is a pre-register workshop and must be purchased through the Quest. There’s a goldmine of data inside your JD Edwards system. But data is just a series of ones and zeroes without the tools to turn it into information. How do you mine your data to obtain actionable insights in a timely manner? How do you make data available across your organization in a safe, governed way? And finally, how do you incorporate machine learning and predictive analytics to take your reporting and analysis to the next level? In this hands-on training workshop, participants will:

- Use JD Edwards ERP data to create compelling, interactive reports and management dashboards.
- Walk through how business users can access data that is maintained and governed by IT.
- Learn best practices on how organizations can standardize and modernize existing enterprise reporting.
- See how business users can leverage machine learning over JDE systems to get more insights from data and create an analytics experience.

Lisa Vieira, Plus Two Marketing

Sunday, April 19, 01:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Surf B

Add to Your Schedule
Workshop: (Back by Demand) Tutorial Based Hands-on Session with the Latest Orchestrator

This is a pre-register workshop and must be purchased through the Quest. Bring your own laptop and follow the detailed steps of the Tutorial to create citizen developer solutions using the completely renewed Orchestrator, under the guidance of experts. Next time you find yourself wanting to have a custom UBE or custom Program created by a Developer, you may be able to solve the issue yourself!

Attendee Requirements: The students are required to bring their own laptop. There is no software required. All servers and systems required are made available by Steltix beforehand.

Thomad Van Den Heuvel, Steltix

Sunday, April 19, 01:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Lagoon K

Add to Your Schedule

Workshop: Optimizing On-Premise JD Edwards

This is a pre-register workshop and must be purchased through the Quest. Today, JD Edwards EnterpriseOne offers many new tools for process automation, internet of things, cloud integrations, and other emerging technologies. Designed with the best user experience in mind, organizations running JDE EnterpriseOne 9.2 are taking advantage of the latest and greatest. This three hour workshop focuses on practical ways to update and take on-premise JD Edwards to the next level.

Adam Farris, Terillium, Inc.

Sunday, April 19, 01:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. | Lagoon J

Add to Your Schedule
Monday, April 20

JDE Employee Sessions

JD Edwards Re-Imagined

Digital transformation requires re-imagining your business model. It means re-thinking how you use JD Edwards applications, embracing a new user experience and automating your business processes. We will explore how customers are using our digital platform to transform and reimagine their businesses. Join Lyle Ekdahl to hear how you can reimagine change.

Lyle Ekdahl, Senior Vice President, Product Development, EnterpriseOne

Monday, April 20, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom F

Add to Your Schedule

Your Journey with JD Edwards 9.2

Your journey to EnterpriseOne 9.2 is filled with opportunities to transform your business into a digital leader. Join Bob Monahan and Gary Grieshaber to explore the benefits of EnterpriseOne 9.2. Hear about customers who are adopting 9.2 and re-imagining their businesses.

Bob Monahan, Vice President Product Management, EnterpriseOne
Gary Grieshaber, Vice President Product Strategy, EnterpriseOne

Monday, April 20, 03:15 p.m. – 04:15 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom K

Add to Your Schedule

Re-Imagine Software Updates: The How and Why of Continuous Adoption

Imagine implementing JD Edwards product innovations that support your business needs, without the cost and potential disruption of a major upgrade. Imagine no longer having to wait years to get new features. Join this session to learn how customers are leveraging Continuous Adoption to enable incremental enhancements that are easier to consume, resulting in shorter time-to-value cycles.

Jeff Erickson, Senior Director, Product Management, Oracle

Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom L

Add to Your Schedule
Future Proof Your Business with JD Edwards on 64-bit

Have you heard the buzz about JD Edwards on a 64-bit platform? It's about time! Now that the full suite of JD Edwards components have been enabled for 64-bit, it's time to take advantage of the many benefits and set your business up for future success. Consider this a must-do if your business is planning for an upgrade. Let us demonstrate the benefits and show you the tools to easily make the leap to 64-bit.

David Bithuis, Senior Manager, Product Development, EnterpriseOne

Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Lagoon A

Add to Your Schedule

Re-Imagin Your Address Book Management Processes

Are you struggling with your address book management? Do you have duplicates, uncontrolled address formats, need to limit who can enter what data, or need a process to notify others of changes? In this session we’ll review how you can use the latest application functionality and personalization frameworks to get the control you need.

Karen Brown, Senior Principal Product Manager, Oracle

Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Oceanside G

Add to Your Schedule

Stretching Your Imagination: Tools and Techniques for Building JD Edwards Mobile Applications

Enterprise mobility is often regarded as an integral part of digital transformation. Digital business cannot be conducted solely from the confines of a desk. Whether in the warehouse, on the shop floor, or in an airport — employees need to be able to access and process information via a mobile device. Prebuilt mobile applications are not the only way to mobilize users; there are also other ways—low code, simple, agile ways—to bring the power of JD Edwards EnterpriseOne to users when and where they need it. Come learn more about the options you have for empowering your users to be informed and act using mobile devices.

Jim Callan, Director, Customer Support, SW Support E1 MFG, Oracle
Ervin Rhodes, Principal Product Manager, EnterpriseOne

Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Oceanside F

Add to Your Schedule
Other JDE Sessions

Benefits of upgrading JDE to 9.2 for companies using different platforms

My company is using different software for different business process. JDE is used mainly for financial and is considered hard to customize and not user friendly so people buy different software for their departments and not everything connected to each other. We reviewed the new JDE 9.2 and started to build a small healthcare module in JDE using the standard RDA. We use this customize module as a place for supplemental data exchange. The forms are designed to use as Excel. Users can treat this as their own excel to update claim information and print out claim forms. RDA is a nice design tool that can help us to complete the health care module in a short period of time of six weeks. With this customization we’re able to reduce the labor cost and eliminate a lot of manual work. We’re able to convince upper management to upgrade JDE to the new version so we can connect this data center to different system using orchestrator so users can have the vision of all systems in one place.

Hanh Tran, Western Dental Services Inc

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Surf E

Add to Your Schedule

Carolina Biological’s Comprehensive JDE DR Solution, Examining the DNA to Success

Is your JD Edwards imperative to business success? Can you guarantee your organization a successful recovery of your JD Edwards and complementary systems if a disaster occurs? Carolina Biological is deeply invested in Disaster Recovery. Learn how Tony Price, Director of Technology at Carolina Biological examined their risk profile, aligned with the business and demonstrated their DR readiness. This case study examines the journey to budget, ensure disaster preparedness, protect their data, perform fail-over testing for JD Edwards from start to finish with NO disruption to their business and ensure corporate compliance. Learn how they built a reliable disaster recovery solution from start to finish. Tony will share his advice on how to evaluate where your company is, what to look for, understanding your resourcing and expertise and how to develop your own strategy.

Tony Price, Carolina Biological Supply Company
Richard Dolewski, Denovo

Monday, April 20, 09:00 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon K

Add to Your Schedule
Business Process Simplification and Extend to JD Edwards Customers Using Oracle Procurement Cloud

Success of organization depends on strong supply management chain and have a strong Vendor and Supplier to support the Enterprise. It is very important to define End to End Business process coverage for supplier and Vendor process in the system. It need extend strong backbone your apps with Procurement cloud to achieve the supplier on-boarding, monitoring, evaluation.

Pandurang Ranjalkar, Clarisity Solutions Pvt Ltd
Sonali Bandekar, Clarisity Solutions Pvt Ltd

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | South Seas H
Add to Your Schedule

Change Control for JDE Security Role Assignment

Role Assignment is one of the most significant ways of granting users access to environments and programs within JDE. Depending on your business, managing user access can be a constant challenge and includes both long term modifications and temporary assignments. Join us to discuss how implementing internal controls in this process with effective workflow can help to simplify daily efforts, reduce risk and significantly eliminate extenuating problems. We will be demonstrating achieving best practice and practical control processes.

Alex Rippingale, ALLOut Security

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Surf D
Add to Your Schedule

Don’t Miss Out on UXOne – A Powerful Beast to Help in Leveraged Insights About Your Organization

Don't miss out on what you can be doing right now! It's easier than you think and it puts the power in your own hands about your workflow and decision making. Don't miss how powerful it is to show graphical representation of your processes and wins to your teams and management! Let's take a look at the UXOne Roles for different industries, how to drill into graphical data and create those awesome Composed pages. Do it today - be seen as a leader - set up your Alert, Analyze and Act process and win.

Ryan, Denovo

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon J
Add to Your Schedule
Finance UDOs – Using Oracle-delivered Enhancements and Features to Support Your Business Processes

Join us as we discuss and demonstrate practical uses of Oracle-delivered UDOs to enhance Finance programs. JD Edwards EnterpriseOne has a set of personalized objects for end users to create, share and view, depending on their security / permission.

Matt Vanderkooy, ERP-One Consulting, Inc.

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon C

Add to Your Schedule

Flexible Sales Order Processing – Leveraging Advanced Preferences

Advanced Preferences are your key to making a rule set for individual sales order lines based on who you're selling to, what you're selling, how you're selling it, and where you're selling it from. They provide some of the most flexible sales order controls, and yet are under-utilized in most Sales Order Management solutions. This session will take a look at the basics of setup, and showcase some simple and innovative ways to apply Advanced Preferences to real world business scenarios, including:
- generating export documents
- allocating inventory based on customer lot date requirements
- supporting promotional payment terms and pricing
- improving inquiry in P4210 / P42101

Bernadette Durham, Terillium, Inc.

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Reef B

Add to Your Schedule

How Rehrig Pacific Transformed its Organization with Implementing JD Edwards 9.2

Learn how Rehrig Pacific implemented JD Edwards EnterpriseOne 9.2 across approximately 50 sites in North America. Rehrig Pacific’s mission was to “Create a Single, Efficient, End to End process with Enhanced Customer Experience” for end users. To support this strategy, Rehrig Pacific optimized and standardized all business processes across the organization.

Founded in 1913, Rehrig Pacific’s scientific curiosity and nearly-molecular attention to detail has made them the industry leader in pallets, waste and recycling containers and supply chain solutions.

Esti Escalona, Velocity Technology Solutions, Inc.

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Surf F

Add to Your Schedule
JD Edwards Thrives in the OCI Cloud

Come listen to how an international partnership has successfully implemented a new EnterpriseOne customer in the OCI cloud and assisted another customer on their move from OCI Gen 1 (OCIC) to OCI Gen 2.

Learn about how the OCI cloud provides unique abilities to solve for lower TCO, high ROI, and HA and DR capabilities to reduce costs and reduce complexity for your EnterpriseOne and Oracle workloads.

Jeff Amerine, DXC Technology

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Reef A

Add to Your Schedule

Orchestrator for the Beginners: Start Your Journey

Are you starting with Orchestrator?
In this session, we'll explore not the tools features itself, but what can be done with it. Many people talk about REST web services, but do you know what is it? Join this session to connect the dots on the technology underlying Orchestrator.

Gustavo Barizon, Innova9

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon F

Add to Your Schedule

KIND’s Successful Journey Towards RMS Automation

Returns Management is an important component of any business. At KIND, we have used JDE Tools and applications to create an end-to-end solution bringing efficiency to customer ops, inventory and A/R teams and contributing to increased productivity for these departments. Learn how KIND was able to eliminate the manual processing of returns, easily track returned items and quantities and optimize their A/R processes.

Gilbery Jbeily, KIND LLC
Sachin Choudhari, Circular Edge

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Banyan E

Add to Your Schedule
Lean Procurement. Yes it is Real!

Are you looking to save time and be more productive in Procurement. Lean concepts can be applied to JD Edwards Procurement/Purchasing.

Bernie Fischette, JDEtips, Inc.

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Surf C

Oracle Speaks: Conversational AI for Oracle Applications with a Chatbot Assistant

Conversation is the most natural form of communication for humans since the dawn of time. However, interacting with computer systems such as enterprise applications and data required special user interfaces that evolved from text to graphical UI to touch. While interactions have become progressively easier, none of these mechanisms matches the simplicity of a conversational user interface. In this session see how conversational AI and speech recognition has finally matured to support effortless interaction with enterprise systems and data as it evolves to understand context and complex speech patterns. Instead of simple chatbots, digital assistants are taking over, and this session looks into the future of this space.

Joe Huang, Product Manager, Digital Assistant Cloud

Monday, April 20, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon B

Soar to Cloud: Driving Innovation with EBS, PS, JDE Automated Cloud Migration to OCI

Do you feel like you have been left in the on-premises world while everyone else has moved to the cloud? Do you have Oracle applications (Oracle E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, JD Edwards, and Hyperion) or other third-party applications stuck in a data center? In this session, learn how Oracle Consulting’s Soar, Gen 2 Cloud Migration, can help you get started, map your journey, and mobilize for the future. Through real case studies, understand how automated cloud migration can accelerate your journey to Oracle Cloud.

Dawn Austin, Consulting Senior Practice Director, Cloud Migration Services, Oracle

Monday, April 20, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom C
Ex-seedingly Fast: Integrating Osborne Seeds Ecommerce Site to JD Edwards

After Gowan Company acquired Osborne Seeds, a small business, they began the process of transitioning the company to JD Edwards EnterpriseOne. Osborne Seeds’ business process was highly reliant on a webstore that processed over one-third of total orders. However, a unique challenge emerged with replacing the Navision & eShop with a JD Edwards integrated webstore and leading CMS platform. The go-live of Osborne Seeds with JD Edwards needed to be combined with the Go-Live of the integrated ecommerce site in less than 90 days. The accelerated implementation approach of the selected vendor was able to support the go-live with a more intuitive approach and complete JD Edwards integration in the timeframe. Learn how JD Edwards companies can launch an ecommerce site that fully supports all JD Edwards pricing, inventory rules, address book records, and inventory stocking types in a real-time integrated fashion.

Carlos Guerra, Gowan Company
Enrique Parada, SmarterCommerce by Premier

Monday, April 20, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Banyan E

Add to Your Schedule

Why Liberty Hardware wouldn’t Walk Away From JD Edwards

An off-maintenance account but loyal to JDE, Liberty Hardware upgraded from Xe to EnterpriseOne and reduced customizations by more than 40%.

Dave Denney, CSS International, Inc.

Monday, April 20, 12:30 p.m. – 01:00 p.m. | Booth 107

Add to Your Schedule

Emser Tile’s JDE & CX Integrated Suite

The core of Emser Tile’s business is their commitment to unparalleled service and delivering exceptional customer experiences – which is why it was all the more important to leverage a modern CRM that would help Emser realize this mission. Join this session to learn why Emser chose Oracle Engagement Cloud & CPQ and how they achieved real-time integration with JD Edwards.

Sachin Choudhari, Circular Edge
Andy Chase, Circular Edge

Monday, April 20, 01:15 p.m. – 01:45 p.m. | Booth 107

Add to Your Schedule
Frictionless Automation Strategies to Enhance Business Performance

Learn how content management, process automation, and the elimination of paper and manual processes deliver business benefits. This session will help you assess what processes are appropriate for automation and why, what automation looks like in real world examples, what benefits you can expect to realize across your enterprise.

Ken Anderson, IntelliChief

Monday, April 20, 03:15 p.m. – 04:15 p.m. | Lagoon C

Add to Your Schedule

9.2 to 9.2 Upgrades – Code Current & Tools

You made it to 9.2, and you took a deep sigh of relief that you don’t have to go through that again. But is that true? This presentation will look at what it takes to live in a continuous delivery support model where Updates, ESU’s and Tools releases are regularly being released putting your system out of date. The fact is that JD Edwards is continuing to expand and new functionality is being added through Continuous Adoption and Delivery. The 9.2 that came out of the box is quite different than the 9.2 of today. Staying Current is a momentous task, but this presentation will discuss how to layout a manageable plan to be “near” current by using a mini upgrade approach.

David Toal, Terillium, Inc.

Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Lagoon F

Add to Your Schedule

Top Design Tips for Implementing Great Digital Assistants and Chatbots for Oracle Applications

Anyone can build a chatbot but it takes experience and expertise to build a GOOD chatbot. Simply knowing the building blocks for building a chatbot and how to piece them together doesn’t guarantee that what you build will be fit for purpose or add value to the business. You need to know the life lessons, tips, tricks, and pitfalls that can only be discovered through real-world implementations. In this theater session learn the top design tips for building digital assistants and chatbots, all learned from many live implementations.

Joe Huang, Product Manager, Digital Assistant Cloud, Oracle

Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Lagoon B

Add to Your Schedule
“Pursuit of Perfect Sound” – How Sennheiser Turned Its JD Edwards Sales Portal for North America

For more than 65 years, Sennheiser’s “Pursuit of Perfect Sound” has resulted in top-quality products, true sound and tailor-made solutions for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound. To deliver perfect sound across its global network of dealers, Sennheiser deployed a Dealer/Rep Portal in over a dozen countries with real-time integration to its global single instance of JDE EnterpriseOne. The portal provides dynamic/personalized product catalogs, supports ordering, quoting, availability checking, order/invoice/payment inquiry and account profile administration. Also, sales rep use this portal to serve their customers seamlessly integrated with the company’s CRM solution. The most recent roll out in North America has been received with enthusiasm with the business. Among the key challenges addressed on the project were multi-language, currency, company, catalog, JDE regional settings, CRM integration and optimizing the technical architecture to deliver high availability.

**Paul Boudreau**, Sennheiser Electronic Corporation  
**Fermin Rodriguez**, SmarterCommerce by Premier

**Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Lagoon C**
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Anschutz: Establish an Enterprise Security Solution considering GDPR, CCPA and Auditor Requirements

Anschutz is a long-time user of auditing and security management solutions. Take a view from the perspective of a Chief Information Security Officer of how security within an ERP is directly related and accountable to know and understand the larger privacy initiatives happening at each state and internationally. How does GDPR and CCPA require the knowledge of good data classification, least privilege, and an understanding of how the data is mapped and what legal requirements exist in JDE and how that translates to how it needs to be protected.

**Dan Eppich**, The Anschutz Corporation

**Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Lagoon K**
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You Can Transform! Pinal County’s Journey from Basic to Vibrant

Pinal County upgraded from E1.9.1 Apps/9.1.4.7 Tools to E1.9.2 Apps/9.2.3.4 Tools in November 2019 and the project has been life changing organization-wide! At Go-Live we implemented the entire pantry of options available and upgraded all hardware and software in the process. Employee Self Service (ESS) and the whole menu of interface upgrades including: CAFE1, E1 Pages, Watchlists, Grid Extensions, Grid Aggregates, Composite Pages, Notifications, Personal Forms, Hover Forms, Auto Suggest, E1 Search, Favorites Management Changes, Advanced Media Objects, and Change Confirmation Warnings! Not to mention, we implemented Long Passwords and User ID’s, Prior Period Environment, and Auto Posting of PO Receipt batches!

Suzanne Garcia, Pinal County Government
Linda Sloan-Compton, Pinal County Government

Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Lagoon D
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Hybrid Cloud – The Practical Journey for Choice and Control

Ready to embark on a digital business transformation via cloud but don’t know where or how to start? Oracle offers a complete integrated cloud platform that empowers customers to achieve their target business outcomes through choice and control across on-premises, hybrid and cloud migration strategies. Journey at your own pace. Leverage your existing E-Business Suite, JD Edwards or PeopleSoft investment for as long as it meets your business requirements while selecting cloud solutions that complement and extend your existing systems. Hybrid solution is a practical first step deployment that allows you to benefit from SaaS applications with best-in-class functional capabilities and the underlying modernization technologies from Oracle’s integrated cloud platform services, all running alongside your on-premises investment. Join this session to learn how a hybrid cloud solution and emerging technologies can be tailored to your business needs and smooth your path to the cloud.

Shirley Lum, Product Marketing Director, Cloud GTM PaaS HQ, Oracle

Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | South Seas H
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No-Code/Low Code, Application Development at the Speed of Sound

This is a hands-on and interactive session with the audience. We kick off with a 5-minute introduction on how low-code platforms accelerate your digital transformation. As the proof is in the pudding, live and together with the audience we will design and build a workflow application. Starting off with strategize session on the business case, followed by the business requirements gathering and on to the development and implementation. A must attend for those looking to fuel their innovation strategy.

Richard Van de Bospoort, Forza Consulting BV

Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Lagoon J
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EnterpriseOne Orchestration Tech Tips

EnterpriseOne Orchestration tips and tricks experienced from the technology perspective. Learn some of the architecture, configuration and areas to pay attention to implementing and troubleshooting orchestrations.

Frank Jordan, ERP Suites

Monday, April 20, 04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom K
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SIGs and User Group Meetings

**HCM SIG Meeting**

HCM SIG Meeting

**Justi Montague**, MFA Oil Company

**Monday, April 20**, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon D

[Add to Your Schedule]

**JDE E1 Technology SIG Security Round Table**

This JDE E1 security round table will educate you on the new types of security that JDE provides to round out your infrastructure security plan. An Oracle representative will be in attendance to help us discuss and list enhancement ideas for where the software may have holes.

**Riesa Case**, Stanley Engineered Fastening

**Linda Nelson**, ALLOut Security

**Monday, April 20**, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Jasmine E

[Add to Your Schedule]
Tuesday, April 21

JDE Employee Sessions

Drive Transformation by Re-Imagining Your JD Edwards Technology

Re-imagine your platform as a catalyst to operational transformation. Customers are adopting JD Edwards technology updates to Orchestrator Studio, Extensibility Framework, 64-bit computing, Cloud, and Platform rationalization to capitalize on investments that reduce complexity and cost. Join Jeff Erickson and our customer panel for insights into modernizing your JD Edwards platform.

Jeff Erickson, Senior Director, Product Management, Oracle

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom L
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An Industry View Into Joint Venture Management

Are you not sure if you need the new Joint Venture Management system? In this session we will review some industry specific business problems where Joint Venture Management would provide much needed functionality.

Sean Moore, Technical Support Engineer, SW Support E1 FMS, Oracle
Karen Brown, Senior Principal Product Manager, Oracle

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon I
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Re-Imagine HCM with 9.2

Mobility, personalization, notifications, orchestrations and pages along with new feature functionality are just some of the major capabilities now included for JD Edwards HCM in 9.2. We’ll show you how to re-imagine your HCM by leveraging these capabilities to help your team simplify and automate business processes, remove customizations and improve ROI.

Keith Sholes, Senior Director, Product Management, Oracle

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon C
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JD Edwards Procurement and Inventory Re-Imagined Through the Latest Enhancements and Roadmap

Enhancements to JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Procurement Management and Inventory Management, since 9.2 provide new functionality that improves the efficiency of your supply chain. Enhancements such as Basket Pricing in Procurement help you take advantage of discounts offered by your supplier. Role-based UX-One Pages provide Procurement Managers, Strategic Buyers, and Inventory Managers with the right information at a glance, through alerts and analytics. Thereby, critical decisions such as identifying who your best supplier is and identifying obsolete inventory can be made with ease. Leveraging UXOne, Orchestrator, and notifications will inspire you to re-imagine how JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Procurement Management and Inventory Management can simplify, streamline, and optimize your business processes. In this session you will learn about what is possible using enhancements since 9.2 and get a look at the future roadmap for Procurement Management and Inventory Management.

Angela Enyeart, Senior Director, Product Management, EnterpriseOne

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Reef B
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Re-Imagine How You Receive Information Using EnterpriseOne Notifications

Digital technologies have transformed our society, and our expectations. If we are hungry or need something, we can order it online and have it delivered to our doorstep. If we must know what the pop stars are doing or saying at every moment, social media will deliver updates right before our eyes. So why are we receiving critical business information like it was the last decade? Re-imagine how you receive and act upon critical business data using EnterpriseOne Notifications.

Doug Millhollin, Senior Director, Product Development, EnterpriseOne
AJ Schifano, Senior Principal Product Manager, EnterpriseOne

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom L
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Autonomous Database for JD Edwards

Are you current on all the security patches for Oracle Database? Would you like to focus on business solutions and not on managing the database for JD Edwards? Come to this session to understand how JD Edwards leverages Oracle Autonomous Database (ADB). Additionally, this session will provide guidance and best practices of ADB with JD Edwards.

Pradip Pandey, Senior Software Architect, EnterpriseOne

**Tuesday, April 21**, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom K
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Continuous Adoption How-To

Continuous innovation is the ongoing process to improve Oracle’s JD Edwards products, and is one of the many benefits of upgrading to JD Edwards EnterpriseOne 9.2. JD Edwards is enabling process automation everywhere, and there is a big vision for how to deliver future innovation. In this session, we’ll explore how customers can regularly adopt new releases and keep continuous adoption non-disruptive and cost-effective. Learn how to use continuous adoption to digitize your processes and create a competitive advantage for your businesses.

Gary Grieshaber, Vice President Product Strategy, EnterpriseOne
Manikandan Sankaran, Director, Product Development, Enterprise One

**Tuesday, April 21**, 01:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Surf E
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It’s Beyond Your Imagination: Extend JD Edwards Using the Extensibility Framework

In the same way that the UX One framework can transform the user interface, the Extensibility framework can transform your EnterpriseOne applications at a deeper level. Redesign forms, add fields, launch orchestrations and notifications from form controls or custom buttons, all without custom modifications and without development skills. See how the Extensibility framework can extend your imagination.

AJ Schifano, Senior Principal Product Manager, EnterpriseOne

**Tuesday, April 21**, 01:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Lagoon J
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Re-Imagine Your Accounts Payable Processes

Is your accounts payable process inefficient and time-consuming? Do you lose discounts due to this inefficiency? Do you have to make manual updates to payments after they are entered to meet your requirements? In this session we'll review how you can use the latest application functionality and personalization frameworks to make your process much more efficient.

Karen Brown, Senior Principal Product Manager, Oracle

Tuesday, April 21, 01:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Reef B
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Re-Imagine Your Asset Maintenance Processes

Looking for ways to do more with less manual effort? Is your equipment more technologically capable than you? In this session we'll review how you can take advantage of the latest JD Edwards functionality to bring you and your maintenance organization into the 21st century, automating your processes and making your life easier.

Louise Farner, Product Strategy Director, EnterpriseOne

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Surf B

Add to Your Schedule

Injecting Imagination into JDE System Administration

JD Edwards customers are renowned for maintaining highly competitive enterprises and operating efficiently in markets of every size and every geography. Operating efficiently means keeping operational costs low, including technology costs, while driving innovation. Are you interested in achieving tangible business benefits with an extraordinarily low total cost of ownership? Join us to learn how JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Server Manager, the nerve center for administration, provides JD Edwards customers with solutions that preserve their traditional high-value/low-TCO value proposition of running JD Edwards by proactively managing, effectively monitoring, and easily diagnosing faults in a wide range of JD Edwards components throughout your system.

Paul Houtkooper, Senior Director, JDE Development

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom L
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Migrating for World and E1: Imagine the Possibilities

Is your business on World or an old release of EnterpriseOne? Should your organization migrate from World or upgrade to EnterpriseOne 9.2? What platform is best suited for EnterpriseOne? Have you considered the possibilities of Oracle Cloud Infrastructure? Join this JD Edwards update to understand what our customers have considered to make these same decisions. The time is now to re-imagine the benefits of a world and a new platform after your migration.

Lisa Saum, Principal Support Engineer, SW Support E1 Tools  
Neil Pugh, Senior Director, Product Development, EnterpriseOne  
Ward Quarles, Senior Director JD Edwards Product Strategy, Enterprise One

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Oceanside G
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Provisioning JD Edwards Reference Architecture is “One Click” Away

Do you need JD Edwards to be highly available (HA) to support business operations but don't know where to begin? Are you looking at moving to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) but you're not an infrastructure expert? Come to this deep dive session to learn how JD Edwards has automated the provisioning of Oracle Technology prerequisites along with JD Edwards components on an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure so that you can have an HA environment without the technical expertise.

Manikandan Sankaran, Director, Product Development, Enterprise One

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon A

Add to Your Schedule
Other JDE Sessions

“If You Build It (A Robust AIS/Orchestrator Infrastructure), They (Orchestrations) will Come”!

Is your business desiring to leverage the emerging technologies being offered through Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne AIS and Orchestrator, but perhaps you are struggling with where and how to begin? We would like to tell the story around how WestRock started with the concept of using the delivered Oracle MAF JDE Mobile PO approval, and delve into the roadblocks and challenges we ran into trying to bring this functionality from concept to reality. This talk will evolve into a discussion around the steps the team took, and specifics around building out a robust and comprehensive platform that can support all these emerging use cases to improve our business.

James McDuff, Westrock

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom K
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Digital Transformation to Automate Brine Production-Monitoring Machines and Devices in the Real-time

Orchestrator, IoT, UX, CafeOne, Notifications are JD Edwards features who open the path to the Digital Transformation, growing up the possibilities to change the business processes and update the user’s knowledge about technology. In a commodity producer, many are the challenges to produce more with fewer resources, looking for a balance between revenue and cost every day. JD Edwards ERP and his resources are important and powerful tools to help us to attend these challenges. In this article, we share with the audience how we use these features to manage and control the brine production, the most important raw material to produce salt in Brazil. A mix of technological solutions where the goal is to produce more spending less Money and resources, independent of these resources are human or not.

Wilker Costa, Refinaria Nacional de Sal S.A.
Max Peterson, VMAX Systems

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon B
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Evolve & Innovate – Your JDE E1 Strategy and Plans for Staying Code-Current!

In this session we will bring continuous adoption and innovation to life. Smaller, more frequent updates are now the norm for Oracle JD Edwards so moving to 9.2 sooner rather than later will enable organizations to make the most of the latest advances. We will explore elements of an effective code-current strategy and we will look at a couple of companies with whom DWS works, that have used products and services to get and stay code-current. By adopting a code-current strategy and maintaining their E1 solution at the latest code base level, businesses can maximize their Oracle JD Edwards investment.

Patrick Neary, DWS

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom J
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Maximize Your On-Premises Investment – How to Embrace Digital Innovations from the Inside Out

Driving digital business transformation is an important part of a company’s strategic business plan. Even if you are not ready to be all-in cloud, do you know you can easily embrace cloud technologies while maximizing your on-premises JDE/PSFT investment? The same Oracle Cloud Platform services that deliver new technology features in the latest on-premises upgrades are extensible and customizable. You can easily connect and extend beyond business functionality in your on-premises applications. Leverage continuous innovations to meet unique business needs such as implement a mobile platform, extend data collection with the internet of things, or integrate on-premises applications with other applications, including Oracle SaaS applications. Attend this session to learn how emerging technologies powered by AI/ML can connect data, processes, people and extend capabilities beyond core on-premises environments. Use cases and customer stories will showcase these technologies in action.

Shirley Lum, Product Marketing Director, Cloud GTM PaaS HQ, Oracle

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | South Seas G
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Orchestrating more HR Processes

At InFocus2019, Mueller presented how we went about moving to utilizing the Orchestrator within our processes. This class will show other ways in which we have continued to utilize the toolset, and ways in which we wish to grow its involvement even more.

Darren Young, Paul Mueller Company

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon D
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When the Auditors Come Knocking (or have already bashed down your door)... What is there to Help You!?

Listen to and learn how a Northern Australian based (QLD) ports organisation, post failed government audit, gained unique insights into their existing security model which allowed them to be able to provide their business owners an understanding of who had access to critical master and transactional data.

This customer further leveraged the power off the back of JDE items like 21CFR11 to track and control changes on Key Master Data and JDE System tables with a layer of dashboards and reporting.

We will also look at how, at the same time, their move to a role based organisational structure was made more efficient through Analytics.

At the same time learn how this can help you prepare, particularly with reducing your technical debt, for your upgrade to 9.2 and continuously adopt as you are already on 9.2

Andrew Bloxsom, Fusion5

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon F
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Phibro’s Story: Upgrading JD Edwards EnterpriseOne to 9.2 and Moving to OCI

Hear from a panel comprised of members from the project team, including Phibro, Velocity and Circular Edge how teamwork and collaboration made this project a success. Learn about how Phibro Animal Health Corporation upgraded their JD Edwards EnterpriseOne environment from 9.1 to 92 - and moved to the public cloud on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Hear about efficiency and performance benefits that helped this company to save money and improve service levels to internal users.

Gazel Tan, Velocity Technology Solutions, Inc.
Sachin Choudhari, Circular Edge
Vincent Kelly, Phibro Animal Health Corporation

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon E
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Get to Know the New Lease Accounting Functionalities – A Real Life Implementation (with CNRL)

Join us as we discuss and demonstrate practical uses of Oracle delivered functionality for lessee balance sheet accounting. We will demonstrate how to setup sub-leases, step leases, foreign leases and change of terms.

Bisi Ilori, ERP-One Consulting, Inc.

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon J
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Sleep Better on JDE E1 9.2 with Continuous Development

Casper Sleep is no stranger to innovation – and that extends to their JD Edwards 9.2 environment, systems and applications. Learn how Casper is making their JD Edwards dreams come true to continuously innovate with JDE and the latest 9.2 tools including Orchestrator. We’ll also demonstrate how Casper is automating & optimizing A/R and Order to Cash processes.

Sri Gade, Casper Sleep
Andy Chase, Circular Edge

Tuesday, April 21, 09:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. | Lagoon K
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How Great Dane Trailers Implemented Dealer & Sales Person Portal

Presentation outlines Great Dane’s B2B Ecommerce strategy and how it deployed customer self-service web portal with comprehensive JD Edwards EnterpriseOne integration for its aftermarket sales division with 500,000+ parts. Customers can now easily find parts through the advanced learning search, filtering, navigation and VIN search capabilities, including search engine optimization (SEO), place orders, manage their account and see order status.

With its JD Edwards-integrated B2B ecommerce platform, Great Dane delivers improved customer service, captures orders at near-$0 cost, increases revenues with cross selling capabilities and offers real-time account information to its customers.

Jerry Van Dalen, SmarterCommerce by Premier
Diego Fernandez, SmarterCommerce by Premier

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Lagoon C
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How the Use of UDO’s is Streamlining Processes at Granite Construction

Show how Granite is utilizing UDO's to streamline their internal processes.

Joanne Sunderman, Granite Construction, Inc.
Tim Randall, Granite Construction, Inc.

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Lagoon E
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History Buffs: Our JD Edwards HR History Cleanup Journey

Many JD Edwards processes look at HR History as a basis for building employee data. Our company recently discovered the need for a full history cleanup and revision. Please join us for a session on navigating through our history cleanup!

Justi Montague, MFA Oil Company

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Lagoon D
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Dairy Farmers of America Wins with an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and JD Edwards 9.2 Strategy

Dairy Farmers of America (DFA) chooses both an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and JD Edwards 9.2 as their Strategy. With OCI already up and running inside parts of DFA and expansion continuing, Jeff Hurley, CIO discusses why they have a Cloud First mentality. In addition, why they selected JD Edwards 9.2 over other products and their future technology roadmap. Having a full service managed service provider helped them define their strategy, selection and schedule. Take a listen to the obstacles, wins, benefits, the unexpected and Jeff’s advice on how you too can have a cloud forward approach for your ERP and technology stack. In the end, the result of the projects is helping DFA win both internally and within their industry.

Jeff Hurley, Dairy Farmers of America
Sara Piscitiello, Denovo

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Lagoon K
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Breaking into B2C Markets with Integrated Ecommerce and Mobile Commerce for JDE E1

Weaver Leather is a leading manufacturer and distributor of high quality leather products. While primarily a B2B company, Weaver recently decided to leverage its strong brand recognition by offering products directly to consumers on www.weaverleathersupply.com. Weaver needed an Ecommerce and mobile commerce solution that was tightly integrated to JDE and implemented SmarterCommerce Ecommerce to build a complete B2C site in just 120 days. Since its initial launch, Weaver has seen consumer sales grow steadily month after month through its web marketing initiatives and high quality online experience. This presentation will highlight some keys to successfully launching a B2C website and some of the functionality that allowed Weaver Leather to rapidly implement, such as mobile devices support, real-time freight and sales tax calculation, Advanced Pricing integration, marketing offers along with credit card and PayPal Express Checkout payment options.

Marshall Baird, Weaver Leathergood, Inc.
Fermin Rodriguez, SmarterCommerce by Premier

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Banyan E
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Potent Reports for Global Exportation Audits

With 13 different business units that serve individual agricultural markets, CTB Inc. is a worldwide designer and manufacturer of agricultural systems and solutions. Inherent to serving a global network of distributors and dealers come demanding processes at every step of exportation. Among the challenges in exporting goods to many countries are the variable requirements for taxation, invoicing, documentation, and audits. As it became clear to CTB that an Excel spreadsheet approach to its JDE data was far too labor-intensive, the company sought a solution to accelerate the documentation process. CTB applied automations and autofills that instantly draw JDE data for exportation credentials. Today, its exportation and auditing processes are enhanced to be accurate and swift, ultimately requiring less effort.
Join CTB’s Jen Leatherman, Director of Business Systems, to learn how to automate swift, efficient, and complaint global exportation documentation.

Teena Amonett, CTB, Inc.
Jennifer Leatherman, CTB, Inc.

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Lagoon F
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Whitmore Leverages JDE Orchestrator to Integrate EnterpriseOne with Solidworks PDM

Established in 1893, Whitmore is a global leader in the manufacturing of high-performance lubricants, friction modifiers, application equipment, lubrication management systems, desiccant breathers, and specialized cleaners.

Like many JDE users, they have critical product data management software that must be tightly integrated with JD Edwards Manufacturing and Distribution. Whitmore planned to use Solidworks PDM, but it needed to be integrated with JDE Manufacturing and Distribution.

Working with their trusted partner KS2 and leveraging JDE Orchestrator, they were able to do just that. Using Orchestrator, they were able to integrate the Bill of Materials and create APIs to hold and release Sales Orders, Work Orders, and Purchase Orders for specific products.

With a real-time integration in place, they are more efficient and able to order components and create and sell products with fewer mistakes and rework.

Jose Castillo, KS2 Technologies, Inc.
Job Ochieng, Whitmore
Dan Shinedling, KS2 Technologies, Inc.

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Lagoon I
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Oshkosh Replaces 10 Schedulers With 1 – No More Juggling Acts!

Sometimes it was like juggling ten balls -- running ten different job scheduling solutions across their enterprise. The team at Oshkosh Corp. was managing the native the JD Edwards scheduler, multiple application-specific schedulers, and an i/series scheduler for a workload automation software that didn’t integrate with each other. None of the solutions communicated with each other. Errors were frequent and everyone required staff to search all ten systems to locate the source. SLAs were missed. Routine maintenance and processes required hours of staff time weekly, plus extra hours every weekend.

Jon Fredrickson, Oshkosh Corporation

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Lagoon J
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Use Oracle Integration with SOA Suite to Smooth Your Hybrid Cloud Journey

Most organizations still have large E-Business Suite, JD Edwards and PeopleSoft footprints which run much of the business. At the same time they are being pushed to move to cloud. In this session explore how Oracle Integration can support your on-premises EBS/PSFT/JDE applications today, leveraging your existing integration framework such as SOA Suite, and manage seamless connectivity between on-premises and cloud-based solutions. Learn the different coexistence patterns for on-premises and cloud solutions and see patterns for implementing a seamless user experience as you journey to the cloud.

Matthew Baldwin, Enterprise Cloud Architect, NA Cloud Solution Engineering - Enterprise

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Lagoon B
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E1 Tools Release 9.2.3.x – Demonstration of New Features

EnterpriseOne Tools 9.2.3.x brings a whole new suite of features and functionality for E1 releases. Join us to take a lab-based demonstration of those new features, and understand best practices for utilizing those features. We will focus on the net change between tools 9.2.2.x and 9.2.3.x.

Nick Wilson, ERP-One Consulting, Inc.

Tuesday, April 21, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom J
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During this session, you will learn about the latest technical features available in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne tools release (9.2.x.x). We also cover how to install and configure the latest release and show you where to access the latest resources.

John Bassett, GSI

Tuesday, April 21, 10:45 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Booth 107
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Interim Processing

Interims, how I dislike generating misc. checks. Why can't they get all there hours in on time! This is the million dollar question.

Felicia Bratton, Syntax

Tuesday, April 21, 01:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Lagoon D
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Continuous Process Improvement – Streamlining the Outside Operations Process

As a company, we had challenges managing the outside operation process (contract manufacturing). There were issues from inventory management through accounts payable. Initially the improvements were focused on electronically connecting with our contract manufacturer vendors. Once we were integrated with our contract vendors, we turned our attention to automating and streamlining our internal processes from PO creation to pricing.

Dewayne Smith, Printpack, Inc.
Jamie Martin, Printpack, Inc.

Tuesday, April 21, 01:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Lagoon C
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Managing Security across Environments

We often think of an ERP system being everything that your organization needs. The reality is that more times than not our ERP systems are integrated with various solutions across our environments. When getting our arms around managing this access and the associated controls, we really need to look further than just our ERP system. Come learn from this panel of experts as we review the areas to consider in managing access across environments. Walk away with a checklist of ideas to take back and benefit from today.

Linda Nelson, ALLOut Security

Tuesday, April 21, 01:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Palm F
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Operational Excellence – Fast, Efficient and Secure Security Processes for E1

Federated Coop went live on a brand-new instance of 9.2 in summer 2019. One important part of the project was designing security roles to meet business requirements. An equally important part of the project was designing operational processes to support the business with timely responses while keeping the security model intact.

Join us to learn how FCL successfully implemented processes for E1 Role Access Requests, Security Access and Role Reviews, and table level monitoring for potential fraud or error activity.

Mark Laxdal, Federated Co-operatives Limited
Matt Vanderkooy, ERP-One Consulting, Inc.

Tuesday, April 21, 01:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Lagoon I

Add to Your Schedule

Why Freight Estimating and Quoting are Critical to Customer Service and Profitability at XSE Group

XSE Group is committed to growing a profitable, technologically advanced, customer-driven global sales and distribution company. To support its company mission in a highly competitive, low margin environment, XSE needs to tightly manage all costs and freight represents a critical cost component that needs to be considered on every order to achieve profit margin goals while meeting customer expectations. With its JDE E1 and SmarterCommerce Call Center and Freight Management solutions, XSE is able to estimate, quote and charge all freight and handling costs upfront at order capture and profitably source its products from any of its three regional warehouses. In addition, XSE’s system manages customer and customer group freight charge overrides to provide special negotiated freight terms to valued customers. The end result of better upfront freight management is having freight contribute to the company’s profitability while responding effectively to customer service needs.

Craig Baratta, XSE Group, Inc.

Tuesday, April 21, 01:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Lagoon E

Add to Your Schedule
Utilizing UDOs and Mobile Applications to Process Work Orders

This presentation will primarily focus on the functionality of the Service Management module, and how Turner Industries Group has leveraged that functionality to streamline processes for a particular division of our business. Just last year, our users were utilizing handwritten, paper JRRs (Job Record Reports) to submit their service orders. Since then, we have implemented not only an electronic method of capturing this data, but also mobile capabilities with some orchestrations. This new process will help to better track our service orders as well as identify outliers that might have gone unnoticed prior to the addition of the JDE EnterpriseOne Service Management program.

Taylor Clark, Turner Industries Group

Tuesday, April 21, 01:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Lagoon F

Add to Your Schedule

Groovy/Orchestrator for Dummies

Groovy is a hidden gem inside Orchestrator. Using Groovy you can create some complex data requests, large math calculations and rules. It has a full development environment inside Orchestrator. Join us for this educational session to learn where and how use custom groovy requests, learn what you need to know about groovy to start developing complex Orchestration scenarios.

Elena Teytelman, Global Systems Integration, Inc.
Tom Gabriele, GSI

Tuesday, April 21, 02:00 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. | Booth 107

Add to Your Schedule

Increasing Financial Intelligence: How to Create Time for Strategic Analysis

Finance often spends too much time on reporting instead of analysis. While the office of the CFO is looked to for strategic insights, teams are bogged down with manual reporting using stale data. Automating reporting tasks can improve productivity and financial intelligence, leaving more time for strategic analysis.

· Easily create accurate, refreshable reports with real-time data for better analysis
· Reduce the risk of report inaccuracies or errors
· Make recurring tasks faster and easier
· Gain flexible drill-downs to the transaction-level data

Derious Malone, insightsoftware

Tuesday, April 21, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom J

Add to Your Schedule

Disclaimer: The session dates and times could change.
Getting Groovy With the Orchestrator

Join ACBM Solutions as we show you how to leverage Groovy Scripts to read and write data to external databases, create custom business logic, and modify orchestration output. In this session, attendees will get exposure to real world customer use cases that require Groovy scripts to complete their Orchestrations and deliver a comprehensive end-to-end solution.

Larry Furino, ACBM Solutions

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom K

Add to Your Schedule

All Aboard with Digital Transformation Using JD Edwards E1 9.2

Learn how Alaska Railroad upgraded their JD Edwards to E1 9.2 to future proof their ERP system and enable 64-bit processing, as well as eliminate customizations.

Ronnie Barfield, Alaska Railroad Corporation
Andy Chase, Circular Edge

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon C

Add to Your Schedule

Moving SOA and Apps (Oracle E-Business Suite, JD Edwards, PeopleSoft) to the Cloud

Oracle customers are moving their applications to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. As the enterprise center of gravity moves from on-premise to the cloud, customer integration requirements are being protected with Oracle SOA Suite and Oracle SOA Suite Cloud. Join this session to discuss the key strategies in facilitating these migrations and providing a platform for innovation for the enterprise.

Matthew Baldwin, Enterprise Cloud Architect, NA Cloud Solution Engineering - Enterprise

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | South Seas H

Add to Your Schedule
Becoming Data-Driven: Foundations of Digital Success

Data-driven companies make strategic decisions based on data analysis. Today, gut instincts aren’t enough to remain competitive. Most businesses know that data must lie at the heart of their decision-making processes but struggle to execute on this.

Luckily, there’s a goldmine of data inside your JD Edwards system. In this demo-rich session, attendees will learn how to leverage JDE as a source for compelling data analysis. We will explore the common challenges of becoming data-driven and show how JDE companies are currently prevailing with the right foundational pieces in place.

David Kettinger, Preferred Strategies

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Banyan E

Add to Your Schedule

JDE Receipt Routing Tips

Enforce all items on ST/OT items are placed into in-transit. ST/OT automatically put inventory to in-transit at ship confirm. OP’s automatically placed on QC hold / in inspection at receipt. Route inbound through multiple receiving/inspection steps.

John Howe, Dober Group

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon E

Add to Your Schedule

Embedded BIP – What You Didn’t Know It Could Do!

If you are using embedded BIP, I am sure you know some of what it can do. But did you know you can define your printers based on xml data or that you can save the output to a specific location? What about creating a "template" to store all your logos, addresses, terms and conditions and signatures and retrieving that information based on xml data being passed from the template being used by your UBE? That’s right, store this in 1 place and let your UBE template dynamically pass xml data to retrieve the right information to use! No more updating multiple templates when you have a logo, address, T&C or signature change!

Karen Brigiotta, Syntax

Theresa Ilaria, Fenner Drives

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon J

Add to Your Schedule
Flush with Pride, Fluidmaster Eliminates JDE Monitoring and Performance Blind Spots

Fluidmaster, Inc., the world's largest manufacturer of toilet tank components and trim, experienced an increase in intermittent performance and database blocking incidents in JD Edwards Enterprise One 9.2. Tracing SQL blocks and performance back to the user, transaction and sql statement can be difficult to do without the necessary tools, and without turning on debug in Production. These are time consuming tasks distracting IT from focusing on existing priorities and are painful to the business. Attend this session to learn how Fluidmaster solved the trace back problem real time without debug, gets proactive hidden errors from the JDE log, and is once again, flushing with pride!

Melissa Penfield, Fluidmaster, Inc.
Beth Hunt, PumaSight

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon F

Add to Your Schedule

Top 10 E-Commerce Checklist For 2020

Many development projects can end in failure when the foundation of how to start or what to look for isn’t solid. If there’s an e-commerce project in your future, your virtual storefront needs to exceed your competitors in every regard & customers must love the user experience and want to return. We’ll demonstrate the top 10 ecommerce checklist for success. Here’s some of the topics we’ll be covering: (1) Superior JDE Real-Time Integration (2) Apache SOLR Search / Navigation like Hybris, WebSphere & other Tier 1 solutions (3) Modern N-Tiered RAD Platform (4) #1 Branded GUI with CMS, SEO & Localization (5) Smartphone Mobility: Browser & Native App. We’ll even do live demonstrations of some of these features to prove their importance and how they work.

Doug Palaske, K-Rise Systems, Inc.

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Banyan C

Add to Your Schedule
MOM Would Be Proud: Media Object Management Made Useful

Tired of clicking on a paperclip to view media objects? Come see how to give users an easy way to view media objects - both text and PDF's. By creating a simple application and data structure to incorporate within a JDE personalization framework (UDO), you can provide your users with a facility to see media object attachments displayed on the glass within the same inquiry applications they use to review transactions. See how this can be applied to common JDE information such as Purchase Orders, AP Vouchers, General Ledger transactions and even custom applications. There are some “gotchas” with displaying PDF’s in 9.2, and a solution path for that will be covered as well, so please join us for this awesome solution for your users!

Don Sauve, Wagstaff, Inc
Andrew Ostdiek, Hamilton Telecommunications

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon I
Add to Your Schedule

Trek Case Study: Learn How a Mid-Market Manufacturer Handled JDE Security the “Easy Way”

Many people think that since their company is not publicly traded that Segregation of Duties is not a relevant headache. Listen to how Trek, a highly trusted family owned cycle business, wanted to ensure that they controlled the unknown issues. The company was growing rapidly, and there was a need for greater control over the company's assets. Trek is proud of its image, and did not want damage to its reputation due to fraud or loss of data. Tom Spoke, Global IT Director, will talk about how setting up SoD and risk controls was easy, and helped the company achieve its objectives.

Tom Spoke, Trek Bicycle
Mike Ward, Q Software

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon K
Add to Your Schedule

Understanding Payroll Journals and Payroll AAIs

Ever had trouble reviewing a JDE Payroll Journal Entry or figuring out what Payroll AAIs are needed for new PDBAs or taxes? This session sheds light on common components for these pieces and describes how they relate to each other.

Christine Looney, iHCM LLC

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon D
Add to Your Schedule
Orchestrator for Techies 2020

In this session, we will provide a technical overview of JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Orchestrator. This session is primarily for technical resources, including CNC’s.
Some of the items covered:
• Updated for Orchestrator 7.2
• Installation Requirements & Installation Overview
• Understanding BI Publisher and ADF Components
• Managing the configuration
• Required Links
• Assisting the Business Analyst

John Bassett, GSI

Tuesday, April 21, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Oceanside F
Add to Your Schedule
Wednesday, April 22

JDE Employee Sessions

An Active Imagination: Orchestrator Product Updates from Engineering

Get a glimpse into the active imagination of the JD Edwards engineering team to see the latest enhancements to Orchestrator and to preview what's planned next. And bring your own imagination to share your ideas for enhancements.

Darryl Shakespeare, Senior Director, Product Development, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Lagoon L

Add to Your Schedule

Elasticity Re-Imagined: Satisfy your Dynamic JD Edwards Infrastructure and Processing Needs

That’s the dream. How to allow JDE to scale-up, scale-down, scale-out, and scale-in as needed in this elastic computing world. The JD Edwards Product Development team has been busy re-imagining solutions that leverage features in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and that can also assist with on-premises needs.

Neil Pugh, Senior Director, Product Development, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Lagoon K

Add to Your Schedule

It’s All in Your Imagination: Reinvent Your JD Edwards System Using UX One

We all know what JD Edwards EnterpriseOne applications look like: endless forms, fields, grids, and buttons, right? Not necessarily. Using the UX One user experience framework, what EnterpriseOne looks like to your end users is up to your imagination. Get rid of the clutter, add some color, simplify and streamline business processes, all without a single custom modification and without development skills. Your end users just might think they are imagining things.

Aparajeeta Deshpande, Director, Product Development, Enterprise One

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom L

Add to Your Schedule
JD Edwards Manufacturing Re-Imagined through the Latest Enhancements and Roadmap

Enhancements to JD Edwards Manufacturing since 9.2 provide new functionality for you to gain improved control over your manufacturing processes. Functional enhancements along with UX One, Orchestrator, and notifications will inspire you to re-imagine how this is possible. Enhancements such as Work Order Activity Rules and Ledger let you gain the process control you need to eliminate disruption to your operations. By leveraging notifications, your staff can manage by exception, rather than waiting days to find out something has gone wrong. In this session you will learn about what is possible using enhancements since 9.2 and get a look at the future roadmap for Manufacturing.

David Greiner, Principal Product Manager, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Lagoon A

Add to Your Schedule

JD Edwards Order Management and Pricing Re-Imagined Through the Latest Enhancements and Roadmap

Enhancements to JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Order Management and Advanced Pricing since 9.2 provide new functionalities that helps you improve efficiency, which drives down the costs of sales order entry and processing. Enhancements such as Auto population of Scheduled Pick Date, and Sales Order Guide help you improve the efficiency of order entry as well as greater visibility and control of pricing. Role-based UX-One Pages provide Customer Service and Price Management roles with the right information at a glance, through alerts and analytics. Thereby critical decisions such as identifying backorders, held orders and unused price adjustments can be made with ease. Leveraging Orchestrator and notifications will inspire you to re-imagine how Customer Service Manager and Customer Service Representative can simplify, streamline, and optimize your business processes.

Angela Enyeart, Senior Director, Product Management, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Lagoon L

Add to Your Schedule
Imagine That! A Panel of Customers with Great Imaginations

Attend this session to hear the stories from a panel of customers who have already re-imagined how the latest JD Edwards innovations can transform their businesses. Listen to their stories, ask them questions, and see if you find yourself muttering, "Imagine that!"

**AJ Schifano**, Senior Principal Product Manager, EnterpriseOne

**Wednesday, April 22**, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom L

Add to Your Schedule

Just Imagine, A Simplified Upgrade Process to Enable Rapid Innovation

Are you planning your JD Edwards 9.2 upgrade and would like to streamline the upgrade process? This session will detail the latest upgrade improvements that can remove weeks from your upgrade. Understand how JD Edwards has automated getting code current during your upgrade, which removes the manual steps of applying ESUs, special instructions, and Tools Releases.

**Clayton Seeley**, Senior Principal Software Engineer, EnterpriseOne

**Russ Kissock**, Land O Lakes, Inc.

**Wednesday, April 22**, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Reef B

Add to Your Schedule

The New Oracle Monitoring and Advisory Service for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne: Autonomous Troubleshoot

Oracle Monitoring and Advisory Service for Applications Unlimited is an autonomous applications checking service designed to quickly report faults, proactively detect issues that might impact availability or impact a major business process, and improve your visibility and operational oversight of your Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne environments. In this session, learn about the service’s architecture and its automated ability to discover agents and targets utilizing an ever-growing library of hundreds of smart sensors and data collectors.

**Claudiu Iosifescu**, Senior Manager, Customer Support, SW Support E1 Tools

**Wednesday, April 22**, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Lagoon C

Add to Your Schedule
Announcing JD Edwards Project Status Inquiry

Project-based customers have looked to JD Edwards Job Status Inquiry application for real-time manager and executive-level assessment of the financial status of projects including budgets, actuals, and forecasts. Available now is a new, more flexible and functional version of Job Status Inquiry that supports the need for real-time analysis of financials with associated billings for not only single projects but across multiple projects. This new Project Inquiry reduces the time it takes to review detailed and roll up views of projects and allows project managers to identify issues and opportunities early in the project.

Ward Quarles, Senior Director JD Edwards Product Strategy, Enterprise One

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Lagoon L

Add to Your Schedule

Deep Dive Into the Latest JD Edwards Manufacturing Enhancements

Are you sure you know about the JD Edwards Manufacturing enhancements that have been delivered? There are several that will remove customizations and difficult workarounds. In this session, enhancements to modules such as Shop Floor Control, Manufacturing Accounting, and Requirements Planning will be presented to give you the details you need to get the enhancements set up and implemented. Of course, this is your chance to also ask questions about how the functionality works to make sure it works for you.

Eric Daberkow, Principal Technical Support Engineer, SW Support E1 MFG
David Greiner, Principal Product Manager, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Surf D

Add to Your Schedule

How to Embed DevOps Principles into your Day-to-day Management of JD Edwards

Are you spending too much time and effort doing manual system administration tasks for JD Edwards? Would you like to provide a higher service level to your business and end users at a lower cost? Come to this session to learn how you can automate common CNC tasks and understand how you can leverage standard industry tools to solve common CNC challenges.

CJ Jeong, Sr. Director, DevOps Engineering, Enterprise One

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Reef A

Add to Your Schedule
JD Edwards Logistics Re-Imagined Through the Latest Enhancements and Roadmap

Enhancements to JD Edwards Warehouse and Transportation Management since 9.2 provide new functionality for you to improve the efficiency of your logistics operations. Functional enhancements along with UX One, Orchestrator, and notifications will inspire you to re-imagine how this is possible. Enhancements such as License Plate Picking Optimization and Commitment Swap improve the utilization of your warehouse space and personnel. By leveraging notifications, your staff can manage by exception, rather than waiting hours to find out something has gone wrong or a decision needs to be made, such as planning for additional labor when an unexpected spike in outbound shipping occurs. In this session you will learn about what is possible using enhancements since 9.2 and get a look at the future roadmap for Warehouse and Transportation.

Ervin Rhodes, Principal Product Manager, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom L

Add to Your Schedule

Managing User-Defined Objects

The broad palette of user-defined objects—queries, watchlists, orchestrations, notifications, personal forms, form extensions, and EnterpriseOne pages—certainly provides a framework for creativity and imagination without the baggage of custom modifications. But that creativity and imagination must be guided by proper attention to organization, security, and governance of those user-defined objects. In this session, we'll discuss the tools and techniques for ensuring that your imaginative solutions using UDOs are artfully employed.

David Bilthuis, Senior Manager, Product Development, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Lagoon B

Add to Your Schedule

Migrating to a New Hardware Platform Made Easy

Is your hardware outdated? Do you need to migrate to a different hardware platform? Come to this session to learn the best practices to migrate to a new and modern hardware platform. Also, learn how these practices can be leveraged to do a lift and shift to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

Jeff Erickson, Senior Director, Product Management, Oracle

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Lagoon C

Add to Your Schedule
Extending JD Edwards Capabilities with Oracle Cloud Applications

In today’s competitive environment, a key advantage is the ability to innovate, to react nimbly to changing conditions, and to outmaneuver their competition. More choice means more agility and better ability to innovate. The prospect of leveraging your existing Oracle’s JD Edwards investment in hybrid models with Oracle Cloud Applications brings even more choice, agility, and control to both IT and line of business. Attend this session to learn how other customers are leveraging Oracle Cloud Applications with JD Edwards.

Gary Grieshaber, Vice President Product Strategy, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon L

In Your Wildest Imagination: Orchestrator Usage Patterns that Will Challenge Your Definition of ERP

Sometimes our imaginations need a little spark. In this session, you will see some demonstrations and usage patterns of the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Orchestrator that you might not have thought possible...not even in your wildest imagination. You will leave this session with your imagination on fire.

AJ Schifano, Senior Principal Product Manager, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom L

JD Edwards Agribusiness Re-Imagined Through the Latest Enhancements and Roadmap

Personalization, notifications, and orchestrations are just some of the major capabilities for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne 9.2. Our continuous innovation will help you re-imagine how you can leverage JD Edwards 9.2 to address the demands of the digital economy - simplify business processes, eliminate customizations and improve the overall productivity of your organization. Come hear how JD Edwards EnterpriseOne provides this for Agribusiness industries.

Ervin Rhodes, Principal Product Manager, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon B
Other JDE Sessions

Be Bold – The CIOs Guide to the Amazing Benefits of a Cloud Infrastructure

Yes, the cloud actually is here to stay. It is no longer a hypothetical ‘thing’ and is now mainstream and being adopted rapid rates. It is well proven and for a majority of companies, it is no longer ‘if’, it is ‘when’ they will move to a Cloud strategy. Cloud invaded IT, in virtually every industry around the world! It all starts with the benefits, have you dug in to what it can do for your organization? It is bold and is a strategic move for a traditionally on-premise organizations. How can you gain leverage? The differentiators of automating the launch of an environment, incredible scalability and flexibility, resource utilization to higher priority business needs, the integration into one holistic cloud platform for all your databases, networks, mobility, other clouds, ERPs, 3rd party applications, and so much more. What about those cost savings, what could they be, lowering capital costs may be one of them. Don’t work in single functions, push your environment to its potential.

John Cecil, Denovo

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Surf B

Add to Your Schedule

How Spirax Sarco Goes Cloud With JD Edwards

Spirax Sarco (SXS, www.spiraxsarco.com) is using JD Edwards globally. Currently, SXS undertakes a big transformation project with JD Edwards moving from 8.11 to 9.2. It moved JD Edwards to the (private) cloud, integrates JD Edwards with other cloud products such as Oracle CPQ, Oracle CEC, Microsoft CRM 365, MS PowerBi and Talend Cloud Integration platform. Besides the above 22 European instances will be migrated to one JD Edwards instance. This presentation tells the roadmap and experiences around this project and how the European model will be the bases for global development.

Julian Lempriere, Spirax Sarco, Inc
Jack Van Den Brink, Quistor

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Lagoon E

Add to Your Schedule
How to Design Your Job Cost Code Structures to Maximize Project Profitability

When creating Cost Code Structures using the JD Edward's Job Cost module, it’s important to understand how to design your work breakdown structures to allow for visibility to specific cost details, as well as to best utilize the integration to other modules, such as Procurement, HR/Payroll, Equipment, etc. Join us as we discuss various ways to design Cost Code Structures in JDE to best fit your company's projects, as well as how to take advantage of standard integration with other key modules to get the most detailed cost information. Last, we will discuss the immediate Next Steps for you to begin to design effective Cost Code Structures in JDE. This class is essential for all Project Managers who want to better control their project costs!

Craig Davied, Grant Thornton LLP

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Lagoon F

Add to Your Schedule

Health Checking your Orchestrations

CCWA has been Orchestrations since go live in 2018, have learned many lessons on health checking our Orchestrations - and what we have written to do that.

Dan Holverson, Clayton County Water Authority

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom K

Add to Your Schedule

Innovate Oracle Application Unlimited with Digital Assistant and ChatBots

Come to this session to hear the latest innovation for Oracle PeopleSoft and JDEdwards users. Conversational User Interface, or ChatBots, have created a new and easier way to access your Oracle Application Unlimited Apps.

Joe Huang, Product Manager, Digital Assistant Cloud, Oracle

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Lagoon B

Add to Your Schedule
Manufacturing Analytics Made Simple!

The new UX tool set brings a whole new level of manufacturing analysis and visibility to the table. In this session you will get a deep dive into how new features like notifications, orchestrator, watchlist and E1 wide search have changed how JDE end users gather and analyze data. By the end of this session you will leave a UX expert who can contribute some of these new tools to your organization.

Bryan Rose, Terillium, Inc.

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Lagoon I

Add to Your Schedule

Not Another One!! Multiple Wage Attachments in E1

Have you ever received a Wage Attachment in the mail and muttered to yourself before you even opened the envelope? Then this session is for you! We will discuss the various components of a Wage Attachment, a multiple and how the general process works.

Christine Looney, iHCM LLC

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Lagoon D

Add to Your Schedule

Port of Portland and Fix Current

The Port of Portland has been performing application upgrades every three years, upgrading to 9.2 in 2016. Let’s talk about how the Port of Portland completed our first Fix Current effort using primarily in-house resources with an external CNC resource. We’ll discuss the planning, implementation and lessons learned.

Matthew Stronczek, Port of Portland

Wednesday, April 22, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Lagoon C

Add to Your Schedule
Powerful Orchestrations over Power Forms

Partnering with King Ranch, Azmera created several Orchestrations called from Excel to create or update data through Power Forms. We will discuss the challenges of using Orchestrator over these complex JD Edwards forms; what works and what doesn't and how it turns complex user updates into simple Excel entries.

**Phil Bourke**, Azmera  
**Joe Soliz**, King Ranch  

**Wednesday, April 22**, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom J

Add to Your Schedule

Shop Floor Automated Production Reporting with PLC Integration

Printpack, a converter of flexible and specialty rigid packaging, had implemented JD Edwards E1, using traditional data entry methods for shop floor transactions. We are now implementing E1 in plants with automation. The process needed to be integrated with E1 for data collection, machine setup, and improved efficiency.

**Jamie Martin**, Printpack, Inc.  
**Dewayne Smith**, Printpack, Inc.  

**Wednesday, April 22**, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Lagoon J

Add to Your Schedule

64 Bit! WHY? How?

JD Edwards is now 64 bit, and everyone is excited, but WHY? This presentation takes a deeper look at why your next tools upgrade should be 64 bit. And once you make that decision, what is going to take to put into that your environment. We will look at how that may affect your interfaces, ODBC connections and printer drivers.

**David Toal**, Terillium, Inc.  

**Wednesday, April 22**, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom K

Add to Your Schedule
Global JDE Rollout at Tupperware – Digital Transformation = Business Transformation

Tupperware has launched a Global Business Transformation initiative. At the heart of this is Digital Transformation and JD Edwards, OCI and Oracle SOA.

Tom Messer, Tupperware Brands  
Gary Grieshaber, Vice President Product Strategy, EnterpriseOne

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m.  |  Lagoon K

Add to Your Schedule

AI Lease Abstraction and JDE Orchestrator Deliver a Perfect Harmony

Carr is a privately-held real estate company that owns and manages 16 high-quality commercial properties in the greater DC area totaling over 3.6 million square feet. JP Morgan is its largest investor. Ilan Zachar, IT Director, will share how Carr embraces innovation and made a move to integrate an AI Lease Abstraction system that had no integration with JDE but understanding automation and JDE's Orchestrator was able to package a perfect solution.

Ilan Zachar, Carr Properties

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m.  |  Lagoon I

Add to Your Schedule

Automated PAF Separations!

To allow managers the ability to initiate the separation of an employee. Follow the workflow approvals with HR being the final stop before updating into the JDE live tables.

Ryan Olson, Douglas County Government  
Connie Pipes, Douglas County Government

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m.  |  Lagoon D

Add to Your Schedule
Fixed Assets FAST!

Lease Management in JDE uses the Fixed Assets module. Usually standing up a new module in JDE can be time-consuming and costly. Fixed Asset is not one of those modules! In this session hear how Dairy Farmers of America was able to implement Fixed Assets in less than 30 days using their own staff for the majority of the work. See how they used JDE's base functionality to load their assets up via Excel copy/paste and no customizations or automated data conversions. Get the tools to take with you so you can implement Fixed Assets, making your company ready to use Lease Management.

**Carin Wagner**, Denovo  
**Dave Mack**, Dairy Farmers of America

**Wednesday, April 22**, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Surf C

Add to Your Schedule

Global Invoice Printing Solution with Native JDE and BI Publisher for Global, Multi Brand Company

Discuss the requirements, complexities and designed solution to print AR invoices for Yum Brands global markets using traditional BI Publisher templates. The designed solution will support 21+ global markets across 130+ countries and scalability built in based on configuration using 3 BI Publisher templates.

**Chakravarthy Janga**, Smartbridge, LLC  
**Michelle Menting**, Yum Brands

**Wednesday, April 22**, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Lagoon F

Add to Your Schedule

How to go Home at 5 PM on Go-Live Day – A Great Customer Perspective!

NTN Bearing performed a transformational JDE upgrade for the North American operations which was a “non-event” at go-live. Join us and our customer for a look at the steps that allowed the IT Manager to go home at 5pm on the day of go-live – and lessons learned that you can apply to your upgrade project.

**Craig Hill**, C&A Technology LLC

**Wednesday, April 22**, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Surf F

Add to Your Schedule
Integrating Google, Twitter and Slack with JDE using Java Script & Orchestrator

See how Martin Marietta leveraged the 9.2 tools capabilities to help them simplify, standardize and transform the customer relationship management (CRM) functions and integrated with popular services such as Google Maps, Twitter, Slack, etc. within the several lines of businesses. As part of their Quote-to-Cash transformation initiative at Martin Marietta, this helped the Martin Marietta IT team to showcase the capabilities of JDE 9.2 for their sales business processes.

Rajnish Bhatia, Martin Marietta
Sebastian Artigas, Martin Marietta

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Lagoon J

Add to Your Schedule

Orchestrator BlockChain – The Hitchhikers Guide

Explain BlockChain from Oracle with key features
- Preassembled Managed Service
- Plug & Play Integrations - Out of the box API's also discuss examples
- Automated Operations
- Real LifeCase Study
- Advantages of Oracle Block Chain
- ROI

Julius Borges, IBM - GBU

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Lagoon B

Add to Your Schedule

World to E1 Migration – It’s Never Too Late

Have you been debating over the fact of migrating into E1? Is it worth migrating? What's the ROI? We have answers to your migration worries, hear from customers who joined hands with us and took the leap. Understand the do's and don'ts, what you need to leave behind and what to carry forward. Learn from the experts on all about data migration, retiring customizations, upgrading integrations, E1 net new features, best practices, migration methodology and lessons learned.

Amitava Samanta, Birlasoft

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Reef A

Add to Your Schedule
The Case of the Masked Marauder – a/k/a Your JDE Security & GRC doesn’t have to be a Melodrama

Mayhem strikes at Smart Cookie Crumbles, Inc. when a masked villain finds his way into the recipe book and begins making small ingredient changes that result in botched batches of crumbles. Finding success there, he seeks to attack other areas of sensitive data! How will Miss March protect her precious data against this slippery adversary? How will she also cope with her Auditor, who never lets her rest??

Cynthia Milenkovich, ALLOut Security
David Bauerle, Sunrise Medical Inc.
Linda Nelson, ALLOut Security

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Surf D

Add to Your Schedule

View Homes goes Live on JDE EnterpriseOne 9.2 and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

View Homes is a top 100 home builder and one of the country’s fastest-growing. After acquiring another builder already on JD Edwards, they quickly realized they could take advantage of this great ERP but they needed to upgrade and scale to support the whole of the organization.

Working with KS2 Technologies, they determined that Oracle Cloud Infrastructure was a great option for them - it would save them money in the long run and allow them to immediately scale.

By leveraging the JDE Reference Architecture, they also knew they’d have the configuration right the first time. They upgraded to 9.2, Oracle Cloud and Oracle Database in one single step migration.

This session will be an overview of the migration process, best practices and lessons learned. We’ll provide an overview of OCI and the JDE Reference Architecture. We’ll talk about Oracle Monitoring Tools for OCI, network configuration, VPN tunnels, and Active Directory migration.

Trent Bowman, View Homes
Ronnie Gilbert, KS2 Technologies, Inc.

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 01:30 p.m. | Booth 107

Add to Your Schedule
Transforming a Pulp & Paper Company Using Paper to an Integrated ERP Platform (JDE, OTM on AWS Cloud)

It is almost given that we don't use paper or spreadsheets these days. And then we know we love to change and adopt something new all the time. (PUN INTENDED). Learn from us on how we did most things right in transforming a company that used spreadsheets and paper to a cloud-hosted ERP platform.

Siddhartha Arya, Canfor
Neil Muzumdar, Canfor

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Surf E
Add to Your Schedule

You are Not Alone; Simple UDOs are here to Help!

Are you feeling overwhelmed by all the new functionality available? – Perhaps having nightmares about falling behind the curve and not taking advantage of any of it? – Do not worry, you are not alone; the concept of Citizen Development is moving on in the fast lane while many of us are still driving thru a school zone. The terms of Orchestrator, UXOne and Continuous Adoption, keep popping up, forcing us to think and strategize about what we can do with them, even though we are not 100% familiar with the concept, just yet. Let’s go back to the basics, shall we? – Let’s work with what we have, even if this means we are not on one of the latest Tool Releases. During this hands-on session, we will use simple components to create very productive one-stop screens and dashboards using real business case scenarios. These final products will combine the features you are most familiar with: Watchlist, Query, Grid Formats, Form Extensions, Personal Forms and CafeOne.

Jerry Salazar, Syntax

Wednesday, April 22, 01:00 p.m. – 02:00 p.m. | Lagoon E
Add to Your Schedule

Demystifying UX One: Pulling Back the Curtain to Have 20/20 Vision

We have all seen the rollout of UX One in 9.2. It is a fascinating set of tools that many have looked at with curiosity. But most of the E1 ecosystem has yet to implement the use of these tools for various reasons. In this session we will take a walk through the set of tools (UDOs) that are available and give a practical path to implementing their use among your users creating a high level of engagement. NEW Content has been added to make this relevant to the user in 2020.

Todd Nelson, iLearnERP

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom J
Add to Your Schedule
JD Edwards Security Audit in the Cloud – Be Prepared for the Auditors!

CTB Inc., a leading global designer, manufacturer and marketer of agricultural systems and solutions is now prepared for the dreaded IT Audit on JD Edwards Security. IT security audits have always been dreaded, at best. We ask ourselves which SoD will be the target this time? Did we miss a level of risk even the auditors didn't think of? Did we audit and review frequently enough? This presentation is a look at CTB's journey to overcoming a lack of resources, a lack of knowledge related to true security risks and taking advantage of a cloud based solution that solved all of these problems. This presentation will share their accomplishments in a few short months. Share how CTB was able to reduce JDE security setup and maintenance time by implementing and monitoring the 'rules'.

Jennifer Leatherman, CTB, Inc.
Mike Ward, Q Software

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Lagoon K

Add to Your Schedule

Tupperware: Reports for Global JDE Instances

In an information-heavy world full of JD Edwards data produced in endless formats, connecting multiple worldwide business units effectively becomes critical. The cornerstone to effective global data integration is a reporting strategy that ties cultures, people, and geographical regions together. For Tupperware, the challenge is managing multiple JDE instances across numerous business units, worldwide. Rolling out one reporting solution across 38 countries presents numerous and diverse currencies, languages, and time zones. Furthermore, connecting hundreds of citizen developers across the globe creates never-ending data variables that if left unchecked, can wreak havoc on data integrity. Join Tupperware’s Tom Messer, Sr. Director IT Transformation, to discover how to bring global business units together through reporting that integrates multiple worldwide JDE instances, while overcoming the hurdles of numerous data variables.

Lata Reddy, Tupperware Brands
Tom Messer, Tupperware Brands

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Lagoon J

Add to Your Schedule
Preparing for Continuous Change/Learning – Our “Technical” Upgrade Story

Like many of you, Ajinomoto USA recently completed a multi-month, multi-million dollar upgrade to JDE 9.2. Join us to hear how they used this technical upgrade to change behavior with standardizations and embraced a modern learner approach. See how Ajinomoto captured tribal knowledge and leveraged it for end-users, as well as how they changed an outdated, traditional training approach and delivered learner-centered training. Analytics and results included!

Nathan Diamond, Ajinomoto Foods North America
Daya Haddock, TIA/Technical Information Associates

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Lagoon E

JDE 9.2 Orchestrations: From Chart of Accounts to Credit & Collections and More!

In this session learn about Lutron’s journey to modernize their ERP from 9.0 to 9.2 – how they rolled out and leveraged AIS/Orchestrations to achieve end-to-end robotic process automation (RPA), while saving hours of employee time and improving accuracy. Some of the use cases that will be demonstrated include Company Setup & creating Business Units, new Chart of Accounts, Branch Plant, Item Branch, Get Next Number/UPC, Calculate Sales Price, Launch Automations from Dashboards & more.

Leo Gould, Lutron Electronics
Andy Chase, Circular Edge

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Lagoon I

Let’s See What Procurement Cloud Supplier Management and JD Edwards Can Do Together

CSS and Oracle recently collaborated on a Procurement Cloud E-Book, A Guide To Developing a Responsive Cloud-Based Procurement Process. In this session, we will share some insights about the importance of supplier management and sourcing for organizations considering Procurement Cloud and currently running JD Edwards. We'll refer to some client implementations and provide some options for organizations considering adding Procurement Cloud to the mix.

Angela Wilson, CSS International, Inc.

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | South Seas G

Disclaimer: The session dates and times could change.
Time Entry Master Business Function – Pillar of Payroll

The Time Entry MBF is one of those things you always hear about when anything time-card related behaves unexpectedly - "which version of the TE MBF are you using?" "how do you have your TE MBF set?" "are you splitting time in your TE MBF?" But WHAT does this powerhouse of processing options actually DO? Where is it used? How can you leverage it in different ways? We'll dive into each tab of the beloved P050002A and discuss what it controls and how it is used. We'll even walk through a few live examples, using different versions of the TE MBF set differently, to show how powerful it truly can be.

Sarah Mills, Syntax

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Lagoon D

Add to Your Schedule

Taxing in the Cloud – Integrating Tax Automation with Your ERP

As companies expand into more states and countries, they often find that their core ERP tax engines don’t support all of their needs. That’s when a cloud-based tax automation tool, such as Vertex, Avalara or Thomson Reuters can be implemented and integrated with the ERP, to support all sales and use tax needs. This session will cover the capabilities of the main tax automation tools available, the process to implement one of them, and the benefits that can be achieved. Pat Hammen from Renewable Energy Group will join and will provide an overview of their implementation of a tax automation tool.

Seth Chaikin, Grant Thornton LLP
Patrick Hammen, Renewable Energy Group, Inc.

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Lagoon F

Add to Your Schedule

Future Effective Timecards in E1

Provide an overview of Future Effective dated timecards in E1.

Stephanie Mallory, MFA Oil Company

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon D

Add to Your Schedule
EnterpriseOne’s AUA – Ask Us Anything

Do you have those hard-to-answer technical questions, that you just can’t get a response to? I’ll provide a small panel of Very Senior E1 Technical Professionals - and you can ASK US ANYTHING!

Daniel Bohner, Amalgamated Sugar Company

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon C

Add to Your Schedule

JDE Crossing Over: A Manufacturer’s Story of Integration across the Globe

Silgan, a leading packaging manufacturer, acquires organizations regularly with the latest being a multinational group with manufacturing and distribution facilities across the globe. Will Cokeley, Business Technology Leader & GM, will present his case study on how they successfully on-boarded and integrated multiple locations and applications into their custom EnterpriseOne environment while surviving an aggressive transition program and the install of new applications. He will outline the overall process of systems integration as well as challenges faced and best practices painfully learned. Elizabeth Schriefer, President of iLearnERP, will add the complexity of on-boarding, training and change management needed to succeed in a acquisition culture.

William Cokeley, Silgan
Elizabeth Schriefer, iLearnERP

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon I

Add to Your Schedule

JDE Security Automation Using Orchestrator

JDE security has never been easier. Using Orchestrator automation functionality we can now expose automate JDE security assignment. Need a new user in JDE with specific security, we can show you how to do that. In this session we will show you and your power users how to set up new users, assign security, and even send out approval notifications.

David Ruprecht, Syntax

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom J

Add to Your Schedule
Migrating or Upgrading – Get Your Head in the Clouds!

All JDE World users, and about 25% of E1 users, are currently planning or considering a migration or upgrade. In fact, most SI partners are engaged in code current strategies with their customers or taking them through migration/upgrade planning. That is the primary reason many are attending C20. This session will cover the security model aspects of all migrations and upgrades that must be considered if they don’t want to get bit later. It will also cover the various auditing issues that will arise later on due to lack of planning now.

Carrie Curry, Q Software  
Mike Ward, Q Software

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | South Seas G

Add to Your Schedule

Moving on Up! How to Successfully Migrate to JDE EnterpriseOne 9.2.3

There are many reasons organizations choose to migrate to JDE E1. Hear from Bonnie Pomroy a Solution Delivery Manager with Nalcor Energy and former JDE World Customer for 20 years how to jump the hurdles and have a smooth successful implementation of JDE E1 Human Capital Management, Supply Chain Management, Capital Asset Management, and Financial Management.

Bonnie Pomroy, Nalcor Energy

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon K

Add to Your Schedule

Optimizing Supply Chain with Oracle Stack (On Premise Apps Running on AWS Rocks!)

From Tip to Tail – Using Oracle Tools (OBIEE & JDE) to optimize the entire Supply Chain.

Neil Muzumdar, Canfor  
Siddhartha Arya, Canfor

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon J

Add to Your Schedule
Why Can’t Anyone Set Up Items Correctly?

Stoner, Inc. for years fought to get items entered correctly with all the right data. We tried training, checklists, standards of work and still items got shoved through without all the right setup. I evaluated 3rd-party products and finally decided to do this right it should be programmed in JDE in a highly flexible and configurable manner that I could tweak without paying 3rd party fees. Yes, it is custom JDE programming P55, but what a world of difference and so many problems and support calls have gone away.

Lisa Tran, Stoner, Inc.

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon E
Add to Your Schedule

Sales Agent Portal: A Digital Platform Blending BPM & Online Technology with JDE Integration

CANTEX is a leading producer of PVC electrical conduit and fittings serving the global power, utility, building construction and communications markets. Our facilities utilize state-of-art production equipment and process technology. CANTEX has 35 agencies with 252 users. Our agents needed an advanced ordering, inquiry & logistics portal with robust JDE integration. They order against CANTEX distribution centers and on-site agent warehouses / branch plants and additionally manage consigned stock using ST/OT functionality. On one page we have consolidated ordering with an excel like intelligent grid, shipping & order information vs. a multi-page cart method. We utilize the SOLR search product catalog for both agents and our base website. Agents no longer use JDE, the portal is very user friendly and with JDE integration offers tremendous productivity gains. It has also eliminated support calls back into our internal IT group. Future plans: move agent portal to a customer portal.

Bruce Thompson, Cantex
Doug Palaske, K-Rise Systems, Inc.

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Lagoon F
Add to Your Schedule
Lift and Shift of EBS, Peoplesoft, JDE, Siebel & Non-Oracle workloads to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

In this session you will learn from our vast experience seamless migration of EBS, PeopleSoft, JDE, Siebel and Non Oracle workloads to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. We will demonstrate different migration approaches for App and Database migration.
Discuss Project Plan, RACI Matrix for migration of Work Load to OCI. Deep dive into AS-IS and TO-BE Architecture on OCI.
Understand Performance Improvements with Apps moving to IaaS and ExaCS. Understand Monitoring, Automation, Tools & Utilities on OCI

Venkateswar Rao Mettu, Infosys Limited
Deepak Munjal, Sr. Alliances Consultant, Oracle

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | South Seas H
Add to Your Schedule

Some UDO Use Cases by Mitsubishi Electric Automotive

We upgraded to 9.2. in early 2018 and we took our time to implement UDO’S. In this presentation, we will take a look at some landing pages we created for our user groups. These landing pages use multiple UDO’s and was built after reviewing the daily activities done by our user groups. We will also take a look at some orchestrations currently being tested.

Aravind Palakurissi, Mitsubishi Electric Automotive America, Inc.
Connie Phibbs, Mitsubishi Electric Automotive America, Inc.

Wednesday, April 22, 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom K
Add to Your Schedule
SIGs and User Group Meetings

JDE E1 Technology SIG Orchestration Panel

The JDE E1 Tech SIG is moderating this panel discussion on the new JDE Enterprise One Orchestrator. We will invite vendor, Oracle and customers to discuss the resources required, the ease of use and installation, the types of orchestrations and examples of orchestrations.

Riesa Case, Stanley Engineered Fastening

Wednesday, April 22, 02:45 p.m. – 03:45 p.m. | Mandalay Bay Ballroom K

Add to Your Schedule
Thursday, April 23

Other JDE Sessions

Case: How We Redeveloped the JDE UX to Improve Data Quality

Join us to learn how we took our Health & Safety organization’s data to the next level with a redefined JDE experience in the form of a mobile application.
In this journey you will see the different elements we used to deliver a unified user experience. Some of these elements include:
* Azure AD Token exchange with JDE
* Machine Learning and Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
* Workflow

Michael Mattu, Ledcor Industries, Inc.
Robert Brough, Ledcor Industries, Inc.

Thursday, April 23, 09:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. | Palm D

Add to Your Schedule

Crystal Clear Finance Processes by Cardinal Glass Industries

Join Cardinal Glass on their implementation journey of finance automation. Topics include applying advanced OCR technology to the E1 AP process, digital invoice approval routing & invoice matching. Invoice information is directly registered in JD Edwards, automating the typically time consuming manual entry process. Using CafeOne screens, the user is presented the invoice image and the captured JD Edwards fields. Information can now be verified or even enriched with data directly from the JDE database. The integration allows E1 customers to benefit from the JDE Voucher Match Automation application to automatically match purchase orders, goods received vouchers and invoices, both on amount and line level.

Chandra Wobschall, Cardinal Glass Industries, Inc.
Joost Engel, Forza Consulting BV

Thursday, April 23, 09:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. | Surf B

Add to Your Schedule
HCM: Ever Changing Legislation – What You MUST Do To Stay Compliant

HR and Payroll departments are tasked with staying current and compliant with ever changing legislation changes. For international and multi-state companies this is especially daunting. Just at the federal level for 2020, the W-4, Form 1099-Misc, Form 1099-NEC, and I-9 Forms are open questions. In addition, at the state and federal level, there are overtime rules, sick pay requirements, and termination pay requirements - to name just a few. Add all Government reporting to that list as well. This session will walk you through a solution to handle sick pay requirements, review of form changes and those recent, proposed and pending changes in 2020.

Shelly Faulkner, brij

Thursday, April 23, 09:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. | Surf C

Add to Your Schedule

Lessee Accounting for Homebuilding

Learn how Homebuilders can leverage the Lessee Accounting system in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne.

Kara Mitchell, M.D.C Holdings, Inc.

Thursday, April 23, 09:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. | Banyan E

Add to Your Schedule

Moving On: Why We Upgraded from World to E1 After 20+ Years

From product features to user experience, there are many reasons companies are looking to move from JD Edwards World to E1. As with any migration, there are many factors to consider to ensure a smooth transition. Hear from PC Connection, a former World customer (for 20+ years!), on their recent migration to E1. Learn what drove them to make the move, the strategy they put in place, and the lessons they learned along the way.

Jason Gendreau, Connection Inc.

Thursday, April 23, 09:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. | Surf D

Add to Your Schedule
The Incredible Automated Testing Journey from World to EOne – Tanimura & Antle

Tanimura & Antle is upgrading their financial applications from World to EnterpriseOne and is in need of test scripts for user testing and automated testing for future update activities. T&A Produce partnered with DWS to use Swiftest and iLearnERP for assistance with test creation. The collaboration between DWS, iLearnERP, and our implementation team resulted in a wonderful partnership to meet those needs and to be prepared for go-live and other future initiatives.

Rebecca Bazabal, Tanimura & Antle Inc
Todd Nelson, iLearnERP

Thursday, April 23, 09:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. | Palm H

Add to Your Schedule

How to Collect Employee Performance Analytics on JD Edwards Applications

If improving in-application performance on JD Edwards applications is important, you should attend this session. This session will demonstrate one method of collecting performance metrics that then can be used to determine where employees are struggle within your applications. This demonstration will show you how your management team use this data to improve the overall performance in your company.

Robert O’Neill, Epilogue Systems

Thursday, April 23, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Surf B

Add to Your Schedule

Improve Sales Efforts by Automating eCommerce using Orchestrator

3 Arrows shares how they achieved operational efficiencies by integrating their eCommerce portal with JD Edwards using Orchestrator. We will walk you through the planning and design considerations behind this real-time integration. You will get insights on how this integration dramatically simplified the workflow of Customer Service and Warehouse management! Lessons learned and success factors will be shared to get you on the right path for your Orchestrator project.

Kent Szalla, brij

Thursday, April 23, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | South Seas A

Add to Your Schedule
Wish You Could Remember All of Your PDBAs? We Did It.

Ever said "Gee, I wish I had chosen different numbering for these DBAs"? After a decade or two of using JDE PDBAs (Pay, Deduction, Benefits, and Accruals) the numbering can get pretty messy and harder and harder to manage when a new DBA is needed. Come hear how MYR Group successfully renumbered and converted all of their DBAs and related history during their World to E1 9.2 upgrade.

Connie Siska, MYR Group, Inc.
Christine Looney, iHCM LLC

Thursday, April 23, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Surf C

Add to Your Schedule

World to EnterpriseOne: What to Expect When Changing Your ERP Footprint

As technology marches forward, so do JD Edwards customers. The JD Edwards World base is migrating to EnterpriseOne in order to take advantage of additional features and functionality and to enable current and future innovation. Join us in this session as we discuss the business case reasons for migrating from World to EnterpriseOne, hear why customers are making this move and learn about the migration paths available. Come and network with other World customers like yourself and hear their reasons for considering a migration to E1. We will also touch on security, customizations, integrations, data and testing as part of the migration plan and reasons for doing so. The advancements in technology are not slowing down, you have a responsibility to your organization to keep up with these changes and stay informed on what it will take to modernize your interface.

William Liu, TeamCain, an ISP3 Company
Brian Brinkac, iSP3 Solution Providers Inc

Thursday, April 23, 10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. | Banyan E

Add to Your Schedule

ELS Uses JDE’s Modern UI, Saves Time, Resources & Achieves FASB Reg’s w/Lease Acctg Implementation

Edwards Lifesciences leverages JDE’s modern UI, saves time, resources and achieves FASB compliance with their global JDE Lease Accounting implementation.

Maria Paraskun, Edwards Lifesciences
James Mackowiak, Edwards Lifesciences

Thursday, April 23, 11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. | South Seas B

Add to Your Schedule
EnterpriseOne 9.2 Modern User Experience for New Workforce

CSW Project Manager will present how E1 9.2 Tools deliver a powerful set of user tools to monitor key performance metrics, drill into the unique data sets and provide real-time, dynamic reports. The purpose of this presentation is to help the non-technical E1 user to understand how Watchlists, OneView Reports and CafeOne pages provide a digital dashboard.

**Michael Mc.Dermott**, Guidewire Systems Integrator

**Thursday, April 23**, 11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. | Surf C

Add to Your Schedule

Managing Application Security When Moving to the Cloud

Every attendee at Collaborate is debating a move to the Cloud. They are either considering moving JDE to Oracle Tech Infrastructure or some other service such as AWS. Or they are looking at cloud-based edge solutions to integrate to JDE. And finally, some are considering the cost vs benefit of moving from JDE to Oracle ERP Cloud in some form or fashion. This session will cover all three (3) of those scenarios, the pros and cons of the move, and how to manage application security regardless of what strategy is adopted.

**Mike Ward**, Q Software

**Mike Hoskin**, Q Software

**Thursday, April 23**, 11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. | Surf B

Add to Your Schedule

No Headaches! Solving Your ACH Issues within JDE

Implementing ACH processing is easy, right? Not necessarily, but using the JDE tools it doesn’t have to lead to migraines! In this session we will go over our ACH implementation using (almost) no customization. This includes activating Payee Control, using BI Publisher to format and email the remittance advice and lessons learned along the way.

**Terry Lawson**, City of Plano, Texas

**Thursday, April 23**, 11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. | Palm D

Add to Your Schedule
Watch and See How Casio Has Saved Time By Automating the JDE Change Management Process

Handling the change management process in EnterpriseOne can be a tedious returning and time consuming task. In this session Casio will show how they have made the change management process within JD Edwards easier, faster and more efficient. Would it not be great if you could promote your changes from a mobile device? Or have testers and application managers promote their own projects without the need for a development client? Casio will share tips & tricks on how to optimize your technical change management, relieving you of a number of manual tasks and still enabling you to increase the service to your business users.

Shivakumar Suresh, Casio Inc
Teunus Aalberts, Forza Consulting BV

Thursday, April 23, 11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. | Palm H

Add to Your Schedule

You Don’t Have to Give Up the World to Move to E1 – Why You Should Upgrade to E1

While there are still a large number of JDE clients running on World, Oracle is making a push to move everyone to EnterpriseOne. This session will cover the benefits of moving to E1, the pitfalls to watch out for and the optimal path to take to ensure a successful project. Angie Childs, from Seaboard, will join us to cover the Seaboard World to E1 9.2 upgrade, and explain the benefits that Seaboard has obtained by upgrading.

Seth Chaikin, Grant Thornton LLP
Angela Childs, Seaboard Corp

Thursday, April 23, 11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. | Banyan E

Add to Your Schedule
Partner Sponsored Workshops

Workshop: Utilizing Orchestrator in Manufacturing – Leverage the Power of JD Edwards Orchestrator

This is a pre-register workshop and must be purchased through the Quest. JD Edwards Manufacturing Deep Dive Workshop broken up into two 90 minute sessions focused on popular JD Edwards Orchestrator manufacturing topics: 1. Creating a Simple Shop Floor Interface for End Users Creating a simple & intuitive shop floor user interface is key to enable easy navigation inside of JD Edwards for shop floor users. In this session, you will learn to easily create a shop floor interface which includes function such as clock in/out, material issues, work order completions and more. All of these features are created leveraging the new UX One tools. 2. Enhancing Resource Scheduling with Orchestrator Are you having issues scheduling your facility due to capacity reasons? In this session you will learn how to enhance the JDE capacity planning module leverage the JD Edwards Orchestrator and how it can help get your production line within your specific capacity constraints.

Bryan Rose, Terillium, Inc.

Thursday, April 23, 09:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. | Palm E

Add to Your Schedule